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To uncover the genetic structure of Populus euphratica forests along the Tarim River in 

Xinjiang, China, a PCR set of eight microsatellite markers was established. 18 primer pairs 

originally developed for P. tremuloides and P. trichocarpa were screened for amplification in 

P. euphratica. The eight most variable loci were selected for further genotyping experiments. 

Subsequently, two multiplex PCR assays, each containing four loci, were set up and 

optimized. Three populations containing altogether 436 trees were used to characterize the 

selected loci. The set was found to be moderately polymorphic (mean expected heterozygosity 

= 0.57). The resolution was sufficient to discriminate even siblings with high confidence (PID 

= 1.81x10-5). Cumulative exclusion probabilities were 0.89 (single parent), 0.98 (paternity), 

and 1.00 (parent pair) and proved the set’s suitability for parentage analysis. 

 

Practical and theoretical analysis of consequences of genotyping errors in this semi-clonal 

plant showed that the vast majority of errors (62.1%) lead to division of identical genotypes. 

Merging of different genotypes was found to be a very rare case (0.4%). This always leads to 

an overestimation of genotypes. A similarity threshold of one allele difference between two 

genotypes to be regarded as being identical lead to an underestimation of clonal richness and 

genotype number of one per cent compared to an overestimation of more than 20 per cent 

without such a threshold. Allowing a certain amount of variation is therefore expected to 

reflect the clonal structure better than an analysis that considers exact matches only. 

 

Using a combination of morphological and molecular analyses, a first study demonstrated that 

root suckers are clearly distinguished from seedlings in their root architecture. Root suckering 

starts when trees are 10–15 years old and bridges distances of up to 40 m at a time. Root 

suckers depend on their parent tree for at least five years and are expected to have a higher 

mortality than generatively grown trees. 

 

Molecular analysis of old growth stands revealed a highly variable proportion of clonal 

growth between different stands. In the study area, the proportion of clonality decreases with 

distance to the main river bed (R = 0.31 at the site closest to the main river, R = 0.97 at the 

site farthest away from the river). An analysis of the history of river movements at different 

sites indicates a dependency of clonal growth on the frequency of ground water replenishment 

by the yearly floods. 
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Genetic differentiation among the stands in the study area is low (FST = 0.055), and isolation 

by distance was not detectable (P = 0.058). Also, the river does not function as a vector for 

directed gene flow in downstream direction (P > 0.11). The forests are therefore considered to 

be one large panmictic metapopulation with unrestricted gene flow. 

 

Clonal growth does not lead to higher final stand densities (P = 0.99) and is obviously not of 

crucial importance for stand survival. Furthermore, analysis of vitality measures and size 

differences indicate that root suckers are in disadvantage both in vitality and in survival rate 

compared to seedlings. In this light, a possible function of clonal growth as a luxury strategy 

to enhance a genetic individual’s reproduction success under good site conditions can be 

discussed. 

 

The genetic structure of the (meta)population bears direct implications for management and 

conversation of the Tugai forest in Xinjiang. Due to the low degree of differentiation and the 

unhindered gene flow even small, fragmented, or isolated populations have conservational 

value, thereby clearly answering the SLOSS question (a single large or several small 

protected areas) in the latter sense. More than that, non-clonal stands with the highest amount 

of genotypic diversity can be easily identified on satellite and aerial images. Selection of such 

stands for conservation is therefore possible without expensive and time-consuming 

molecular analyses. 
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Um die genetische Struktur der Populus euphratica-Wälder entlang des Tarim in Xinjiang, 

China zu untersuchen wurde ein PCR-Primersatz aus acht Mikrosatellitenloci etabliert. 18 

ursprünglich für P. tremuloides und P. trichocarpa entwickelte Primerpaare wurden auf 

Amplifikation bei P. euphratica getestet. Die acht variabelsten Loci wurden für die folgenden 

Genotypisierungen ausgewählt. Zwei jeweils vier Primerpaare enthaltende Multiplex PCRs 

wurden anschließend etabliert und optimiert. Die ausgewählten Loci wurden anhand dreier 

Populationen mit insgesamt 436 Bäumen charakterisiert. Der Primersatz zeigt mittlere 

Polymorphiewerte (mittlere erwartete Heterozygosität = 0,57). Die Auflösung ist ausreichend 

für die Unterscheidung von Geschwistern (PID = 1,81x10-5). Die kumulativen 

Ausschlusswahrscheinlichkeiten liegen bei 0,89 (single parent), 0,98 (paternity) und 1,00 

(parent pair) und belegen damit die Eignung des Primersatzes für Elternschaftsanalysen. 

 

Praktische und theoretische Analysen der Auswirkungen von Genotypisierungsfehlern bei 

dieser semiklonalen Art ergaben, dass der weitaus überwiegende Anteil der Fehler (62,1%) 

zur Aufspaltung identischer Genotypen führt. Die Nichtauflösung real unterschiedlicher 

Genotypen ist ein sehr seltener Fall (0,4%) und unterstreicht die hohe Trennschärfe der 

Methode. Diese Eigenheiten führen immer zu einer Überschätzung der tatsächlichen 

Genotypenzahl. Zur Lösung dieses Problems wurde ein Schwellenwert eingeführt, der 

Abweichungen zwischen zwei Proben desselben Genotyps zulässt. Die Toleranz der 

maximalen Abweichung in einem Allel zwischen zwei als identisch gewerteten Genotypen 

ergab eine Unterschätzung der genetischen Vielfalt und der Genotypenzahl von einem Prozent 

im Vergleich zu einer Überschätzung von mehr als 20 Prozent ohne Schwellenwert. Wir 

erwarten daher, dass ein solcher Schwellenwert die klonale Struktur besser reflektiert, als die 

ausschließliche Beachtung vollständiger Übereinstimmung zwischen Genotypen. 

 

Unter Verwendung morphologischer und molekularer Methoden konnte im Zuge einer ersten 

Studie nachgewiesen werden, dass sich Wurzelsprosser in ihrer Wurzelarchitektur klar von 

Sämlingen unterscheiden. Vermehrung über Wurzelsprosser setzt ein, wenn die Bäume 10–15 

Jahre alt sind und kann Entfernung von bis zu 40 m überbrücken. Wurzelsprosser sind über 

einen Zeitraum von wenigstens fünf Jahren abhängig von ihren Elternbäumen. Insbesondere 

unter Wasserstress wird erwartet, dass die Mortalität von Wurzelsprossern höher ist als von 

Sämlingen. 
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Molekulare Analysen alter Bestände ergaben, dass die relative Klonalität zwischen 

verschiedenen Beständen stark schwankt. In unserem Untersuchungsgebiet nimmt die 

Klonalität mit der Entfernung zum Hauptfluss ab (R = 0,31 in den flussnahen Beständen, R = 

0,97 im am weitesten entfernten Bestand). Eine Analyse der Flussbewegungen seit 1903 

deutet eine Abhängigkeit der Stärke klonalen Wachstums von der Regelmäßigkeit der 

Grundwasserauffrischung durch das jährliche Hochwasser an. 

 

Die genetische Differenzierung der von uns untersuchten Bestände ist gering (FST = 0,055). 

Eine Abhängigkeit genetischer Ähnlichkeit von räumlicher Entfernung konnte nicht 

nachgewiesen werden (P = 0,058).  Eine Funktion des Flusses als Vektor flussabwärts 

gerichteten Genflusses wurde ebenfalls nicht nachgewiesen (P > 0,11). Die Wälder des 

Untersuchungsgebietes werden daher als panmiktische Metapopulation mit ungehindertem 

Genfluss aufgefasst. 

 

Klonales Wachstum führt nicht zu höheren Bestandsdichten (P = 0,99) und ist für das 

langfristige Überleben eines Bestandes offensichtlich nicht von ausschlaggebender 

Bedeutung. Die Analyse von Vitalitätswerten und Größenunterschieden weist weiterhin auf 

eine Benachteiligung von Wurzelsprossern, sowohl in ihrer Vitalität als auch in ihrer 

Überlebensrate im Vergleich zu Sämlingen hin. Im Licht dieser Ergebnisse lässt sich klonales 

Wachstum als Luxusstrategie zur Erhöhung des Reproduktionserfolges eines genetischen 

Individuums unter guten Standortbedingungen diskutieren. 

 

Die Erkenntnisse zur genetischen Struktur der Wälder tragen direkte Implikationen für 

Verwaltung und Schutz der Tugay-Wälder in Xinjiang. Aufgrund der geringen genetischen 

Differenzierung und des ungehinderten Genflusses besitzen auch kleine, fragmentierte oder 

isolierte Populationen Schutzwert. Die SLOSS-Frage nach der größeren Schutzwürdigkeit 

einer einzelnen großen oder mehrerer kleiner Flächen kann für diesen Fall klar im letzteren 

Sinn beantwortet werden. Darüber hinaus zeigte sich, dass nichtklonale Bestände mit dem 

größten Anteil genotypischer Vielfalt auf Satelliten- oder Luftaufnahmen leicht identifiziert 

werden können. Die Auswahl besonders schutzwürdiger Bestände ist somit auch ohne 

aufwendige und teure Laboruntersuchungen möglich. 

 



 

 

 

 

2. Introduction 
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Xinjiang is the north-westernmost Province of the People’s Republic of China. It borders 

Mongolia and Russia in the north-east and north, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan in the north-

west, Tajikistan and Afghanistan in the west, India and Pakistan in the south-west, and the 

Chinese provinces Tibet, Qinghai, and Gansu in the south and south-east. The northern part of 

the province is dominated by the Tianshan and Altai mountains. In the west and south it is 

confined by the Himalaya, Pamir, and Kunlun mountains. These mountain ranges enclose the 

Tarim basin that encompasses the southern part of the province. The basin is dominated by 

deserts; the largest of these is the Taklimakan desert. Input of atmospheric humidity into the 

basin is almost completely inhibited by the surrounding mountains. With an average annual 

precipitation of 30–50 mm and an average potential evapotranspiration of more than 3000 mm 

the region is characterized as hyper-arid (Wang et al. 1996). All vegetation therefore depends 

solely on ground-water which is replenished each year by melt water from the mountain 

ranges. This water then forms annual rivers that deliver water into the basin and allow one 

season of growth before drying up again. The largest of these rivers is the Tarim River which 

flows along the northern fringe of the desert. With a maximum length of about 2,000 km it is 

one of the largest inland rivers worldwide. The characteristic plant communities along these 

temporal rivers are called Tugai vegetation. 

 

Tugai vegetation in north-western China 

 

Derived from the Uyghur tokhay and the Kazakh and Tatar toghay, the term Tugai describes 

riparian vegetation along rivers in the winter-cold deserts of Central Asia. Originally referring 

to bush vegetation and grasslands, it is now used for riparian forests, shrub communities, and 

reeds alike (Thevs 2007). The largest areas covered by Tugai vegetation are located along the 

major Central Asian rivers, e.g. the Amu Darya and Syr Darya in the Aral Sea basin and the 

Tarim River in the Tarim basin. The characterizing species of the Tugai reed is Phragmites 

australis Trin. ex Staud., Tugai shrub communities are composed of Tamarix spp., and the 

main species of Tugai forests are Populus euphratica Oliv., Populus pruinosa Schrenk, and 

Elaeagnus oxycarpa Schlecht. (Thevs et al. 2008). 

 

Along the Tarim River at the northern fringe of the Taklimakan desert in north-western China, 

these forests are composed almost exclusively of P. euphratica, the Euphrates poplar. The 

extensive stands of this tree only sporadically embed small island-like populations of P. 
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Figure 1: Populus euphratica growth forms 
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 pruinosa (pers. obs.), a species that has its main distribution area at the more humid upper 

reaches of the Tarim River (Wang 1996). 

 

Populus euphratica OLIVIER, 1801 

 

The Euphrates poplar was described by Olivier in 1801 and is named after the Euphrates 

River, where large populations existed at that time (Weisgerber 2000). The total distribution 

of P. euphratica, however, is much larger and ranges from Morocco in the west over North 

Africa, West and South Asia to Central Asia as far as Mongolia. An isolated population, most 

probably of anthropogenic origin, is known from the town of Elche in Spain (Fay et al. 1999). 

The species is characterized by a disjunct distribution with isolated concentrations of 

populations (Fay et al. 1999, Weisgerber 2000). The largest contiguous forests today can be 

found in Kazakhstan and China (Thevs 2008, Wang et al. 1996). 

In vertical direction, the trees occur at least up to 2000 m above sea level. In Pakistan and 

Tibet they are reported to reach 3000–4000 m (Weisgerber 2000). 

 

The maximum tree size varies considerably over the whole distribution range. Wang et al. 

(1996) name heights of six (Spain), ten (Turkey and India), and 15 m (China and Pakistan). 

Under optimal growing conditions, a height of 20–30 m may be possible (Weisgerber 2000). 

Stems can be straight, but often grow bent or twisted (pers. obs.). Figure 1 shows a number of 

possible growth forms for illustration. 

 

One of the most remarkable characters of P. euphratica is the disparity in shape between 

young and mature leaves, known as heterophylly. Young plants and young twigs on older 

trees develop narrow lanceolate leaves, not unlike those in willows. The leaves on mature 

trees are broad-ovate and coarsely serrated (Figure 2). This heterophylly inspired the name of 

the synonymous P. diversifolia Schrenk. The two character states seem to be connected to 

maturity. Plants lacking ovate serrated leaves were never seen in flower (pers. obs.). 

 

As is characteristical for members of the Salicaceae, Populus euphratica is a dioecious, 

anemophilous tree. The male catkins grow to about two or three, towards the end of the 

flowering period up to seven cm in length. The purple red anthers give the inflorescence a 

reddish appearance. Female catkins are 2.5 to five cm long, and grow up to ten cm in length 

during ripening. Female flowers exist in two different colour morphs, purple and yellowish 
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Figure 2: Mature foliage of P. euphratica Figure 3: Male (top) and female (bottom) 

inflorescence (Photos: M. Schnittler)  
 

green. Flowering time varies in dependence on geographic and climatic conditions. At the 

Tarim River, flowering happens in late April and early May. Male and female inflorescences 

are illustrated in Figure 3. 

The seeds are enclosed in two- or three-valved capsules, each seven to ten mm long. Every 

capsule contains 20 to 25 seeds. These are 1.0 to 1.3 mm in length with a bunch of pappus-

like hairs attached to their basis (Wang et al. 1996, Weisgerber 2000). At the Tarim River, 

seed release takes place in the months of July to September. 

 

Reproduction and Ecology 

 

For its regeneration, P. euphratica employs both generative and vegetative modes of 

reproduction. Seed release coincides with the annual flood in late summer. The anemo- and 

hydrochorous seeds germinate on exposed river banks. Optimal germination conditions are 

bright sunlight, temperatures between 25°C and 30°C, water saturated soil, and a salt content 

below 0.2 per cent. Such conditions enable a germination rate of more than 80 per cent (Thevs 

et al. 2008). Seedling cohorts form long narrow bands that follow the high water mark (Figure 

4). Above-ground development is limited during the first seasons; the seedlings invest mainly 

in the root system and form prominent tap roots that allow the plants to keep contact to the 

ground water. Wiehle et al. (2009) measured an average shoot length of 8.1 cm and an  
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Figure 4: Seedling rows marking the flood line 

 

average root length of 41.7 cm in first year seedlings. The longest tap root found in one year 

old seedlings measured a solid 119 cm. 

 

When the plants reach an age of 10–15 years they start to propagate clonally via root 

suckering. Root suckers are produced on horizontally running lateral roots close to the soil 

surface up to 40 m away from the parent tree. Root suckering can also be triggered by 

exposure or damaging of the root system (Wiehle et al. 2009). Since generative regeneration 

is not possible in established stands (Gries et al. 2005), vegetative reproduction becomes the 

only means of rejuvenation and expansion after the first phase of colonization. The distances 

root suckering can bridge and the ability to form chains of root suckers are sufficient to 

connect discrete germination cohorts (Wiehle et al. 2009). The spatial arrangement and size of 

old clones (up to 4 ha) further illustrate the importance of clonal growth in forming 

contiguous forests (Bruelheide et al. 2004, Eusemann et al. submitted). 

 

While P. euphratica is restricted to semi-arid and arid regions, the plants possess surprisingly 

few adaptations for such an environment. A waxy cuticle and sunken stomata are the most 

prominent concessions to the harsh climatic conditions. The stomata open during the day and 

remain open even during the hottest midday hours (Wang et al. 1996). These obligate 

phreatophytes therefore require constant access to the ground water table. Even short term 

disconnection from their water supply leads to degradation and extermination of whole stands 

(Gries et al. 2005, Wang et al. 1996). 
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In the light of these peculiar physiological features, it is easily comprehensible that the large-

scale land opening campaigns in Xinjiang during the 1950s and ‘60s had to wreak havoc on 

the P. euphratica Tugai forests. In addition to the forests cut down to gain arable farm land, 

these campaigns led to an extreme decline in total water runoff and ground water availability. 

In 1970 and 1972, the former Tarim River end-lakes Lop Nor and Taitema Nor finally dried 

up completely (Chen et al. 2008, Ye et al. 2009). Ground water depth in the lower reaches 

dropped from a mean of 4 m in 1950 to 11 m in 1986 (Feng et al. 2005). 

 

While the forests along the Tarim River still cover large areas of land even today, these are 

only remnants of the forests that existed only five decades ago. Almost all forests are 

destroyed in the Amu Darya Delta, where they covered an area of 500,000 ha in 1950. Only 

about 70,000 ha of these were still present in 1998 (Treshkin 2001). In the Tarim Basin, the 

total area shrank from 460,000 ha in 1958 to 230,000 ha in 1983 (Liu et al. 1990). Along the 

middle reaches of the Tarim River, the remaining forests are disturbed by oil production, 

logging, and agricultural activities, to a certain extent even within the borders of the Tarim 

Huyanglin Nature Reserve (pers. obs.). 

 

Areas impacted by desertification increased by 30 per cent between 1958 and 1978 (Feng et 

al. 2005). During the same time, both number and frequency of dust storms increased, 

underlining the role of the Tugai forests for landscape protection (Xu et al. 2006). The region 

at the northern fringe of the Taklimakan is regularly afflicted by severe sand storms that erode 

unprotected soil and move large amounts of sand. P. euphratica forests act as wind breakers 

and stabilize the soil. Additionally, they are an important source for firewood and timber for 

the local human population and are used as wood pasture for sheep and goats. Finally, in the 

Tugai forests along the Tarim River, Euphrates poplar is a keystone species and almost all 

biodiversity is tied to the presence of this tree (Thevs et al. 2008). 

 

These short remarks illustrate the importance of the P. euphratica forests both for the 

conservation of animal and plant biodiversity and the preservation of the human livelihood in 

the desert areas of north-western China. 

The alarming state of forest degradation especially at the lower reaches of the Tarim River 

and the pressing urgency for countermeasures is now widely recognized and considerable 

research has been directed at questions relating river, ground water, and forest restoration 
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(Chen et al. 2008, Feng et al. 1998 and 2005, Hao et al. 2009, Li et al. 2009, Monda et al. 

2008, Thevs et al. 2005, Ye et al. 2009). 

 

This work focuses on the reproduction biology of P. euphratica, and especially on the asexual 

component of reproduction. We tried to understand clonal growth patterns in this species, the 

importance of clonal growth for long-term population development and survival, and the 

impact of landscape genesis on stand structure and development. 

 

In order to fulfil these tasks, we first had to establish an appropriate genotyping method. We 

tested the AFLP marker system (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism, Vos et al. 1995), 

but soon decided to replace it by microsatellites (simple sequence repeats, SSR) for their ease 

of handling in the lab, the relatively easy data processing, the high resolution, and their 

usefulness for detailed population genetic studies. The efforts in establishing this method and 

the subsequent optimization of two multiplex assays are described in the first paper of this 

dissertation. 

We used the described SSR sets to analyze almost 1,200 trees. The resulting genotypes were 

then used to determine the error rate. Using context information (spatial arrangement and sex 

of trees) we were able to determine a threshold of variability between two genotypes to be 

counted as one clone. The development and validation of this threshold is described in the 

second paper of this dissertation, added in manuscript form. 

The method was then ready to use for genotyping projects. The first project dealt with spatial 

patterns of clonal growth, root architecture, and sap flow between parent trees and root 

suckers, especially in young stands. This work is added as paper three. 

The main project focused on genetic diversity of old growth stands. We examined genetic 

diversity and genetic structure within and between populations, the impact of clonal growth 

on long-term stand development, and the dependency of population structure on landscape 

genesis parameters. This work forms the fourth and last contribution to this dissertation, also 

added in manuscript form. 
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Abstract: Eighteen microsatellite primer pairs previously developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for Populus tremuloides Michx. 
and Populus trichocarpa Torr. & Gray were screened for amplification in Euphrates poplar, Populus euphratica Oliv. Thirteen loci were 
found to express polymorphisms ranging from two to 17 alleles. The eight most variable loci were selected to set up and optimize two 
multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays. Three populations containing altogether 436 trees were used to characterize the se-
lected loci and ascertain their applicability for parentage analysis and genotyping studies. Through cross-checking of clonal identity 
against sex of the genotyped trees we estimated the maximum error rate for merging genotypes to be less than 0.045. 
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Introduction  
 
Euphrates poplar (Populus euphratica Oliv.) is an important tree 
species of riparian ecosystems in arid Central Asia (Wang et al. 
1996). In the river corridors of north-western China it plays 
important ecological functions as the keystone species for all 
biodiversity in the region (Thevs 2005). Being the main source 
of wood and an important crop plant, P. euphratica also has 
considerable economic value for the local human population and 
suffers from strong pressure by humans and their livestock 
(Wang et al. 1996; Weisgerber et al. 1995). Within the genus, P. 
euphratica and the closely related species P. pruinosa Schrenk 
form an own section, Turanga. The dioecious tree is able to 
reproduce sexually and by clonal growth via root suckering. 

Despite the species’ ecological, economic, and conservational 
importance, only few studies addressed population structure, 
population dynamics, or demographic processes in natural stands 
and those typically employed anonymous markers such as AFLP 
and RAPD (Bruelheide et al. 2004; Fay et al. 1999; Saito et al. 
2002). Microsatellite markers developed specifically for this 
species were recently reported by Wu et al. (2008). To apply this 
powerful marker system (see Selkoe & Toonen 2006 for review) 
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on Euphrates poplar, we had simultaneously tested primers de-
veloped at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for black cottonwood 
(P. trichocarpa Torr. & Gray) and aspen (P. tremuloides Michx.) 
for amplification in P. euphratica and characterised the success-
fully transferred loci on the basis of three natural populations 
containing trees produced both sexually and clonally. 

In this paper, we present the results of primer screening, the 
characteristics of eight loci suitable to address population genetic 
questions, and the subsequent development of two multiplex 
PCR systems. The use of multiplex PCR increases work flow 
efficiency while simultaneously reducing per sample cost 
(Vaughan & Russel 2004), thus considerably facilitating large 
scale population studies. The aim of this study is to provide 
researchers with an accurate and robust tool to assess the genetic 
diversity of large sample numbers of this important forest tree. 

 
Material and Methods 
 
Primer screening 
 
Primers were chosen from the literature (Tuskan et al. 2004) and 
from internet resources of Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Of 
the almost 4 200 primer pairs listed such primers were selected 
that showed a high number of alleles in natural aspen populations, 
and/or amplified PCR-products in different size categories to 
facilitate the following development of multiplex PCR assays for 
these primers. In total, 18 primer pairs were used to pre-screen 
220 trees from different stands at the middle reaches of the 
Tarim River, Xinjiang, China (N41°12'13", E84°22'56") and 16 
plants from Azerbaijan (N40°50'40", E49°17'45"). Each primer 
pair was tested in a separate PCR. 
 
Plants selected 
 
All selected loci were subsequently characterised in 145, 158 and 
133 trees of three populations called Ing5, Ing6 and Ing8, located 
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at the middle reaches of the Tarim River (Ing6: N41°13'51", 
E84°12'18"). The distance between stands Ing5 and Ing6 is 400 
m and between Ing8 and the Ing5/Ing6 complex about 2,500 m. 
All stands were mapped with a differential GPS (Trimble R3, 
precision in floating mode 0.1 m) during flowering time to de-
termine the sex of the flowering trees. Stand characteristics are 
shown in Table 1. About 50 per cent of all sampled trees were 
selected for genetic analysis using the grid sampling method 
proposed by Suzuki et al. (2004) for recovering a maximum of 
genotypes with a minimum of samples. Basically, each tree 
located closest to a mesh of a rectangular grid was chosen to 
achieve an even distribution of analysed trees over the stand. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the studied stands of Populus euphratica. 

Stand 
Trees sampled Trees analysed Number of 

genotypes 
Number of 

clones 

Ing5 339 145 56 20 
Ing6 249 158 54 20 
Ing8 260 133 90 16 

Stand 
Total trees in 

clones 
Mean clone size 

[trees] 
Proportion of 

clones 
 

Ing5 109 5.45 0.75  
Ing6 124 6.2 0.78  
Ing8 59 3.69 0.44  

 
Population genetic analysis 
 
Values for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), linkage dis-
equilibrium (LD) (GENEPOP 4.0; Rousset 2008), observed and 
expected heterozygosities, null allele frequencies, probability of 
identity (PID) (IDENTITY 1.0; Wagner & Sefc 1999), and exclu-
sion probabilities for parentage analysis (FaMoz; Gerber et al. 
2003) were calculated for every locus on the basis of total trees 
and genets (only one tree per genotype included in the calcula-
tion). PID and exclusion probabilities were furthermore calculated 
over all loci. Calculations were carried out for each population 
independently and over all populations.  

The resolution of the genotyping method was verified by com-
paring the sex of trees within a clone. Sex could be ascertained 
for 300 of the 436 trees studied. Trees which differed in sex from 
the remaining trees of the clone they were assigned to were 
counted as errors. For a dioecious species with even sex ratio, a 
sex error has a probability of 50% to be detected if the sex of a 
tree is known. Therefore, the real number of errors is twice that 
high and depends in addition from the proportion of trees with 
known sex. Accounting for the skewed sex ratios as well, the 
maximum error E for merging genotypes is thus 

E = E(sex)*1/r * N(analysed trees) / N(sex-determined trees) 

where, E(sex) is the number of sex errors (trees with a sex deviat-
ing from the rest of the clone), r is proportion of the rarer sex, 
N(analysed trees) is the number of trees included in the study, and 
N(sex-determined trees)  is the number of trees with known sex in the 
study. 
 
Multiplex PCR 
 
Two multiplex PCR, each amplifying four loci, were developed. 

All primers were tested for possible primer-primer interactions 
and hairpin structures using AutoDimer software 1.0 (Vallone & 
Butler 2004). Primer combinations and characteristics are given 
in Table 1. A total PCR volume of 6 µL, containing 3.5 ng DNA, 
1x PCR buffer (Qiagen), 0.2 mM dNTP Mix (Fermentas), 0.3 U 
Taq polymerase (Molzym), 0.4 mM BSA (New England Bio-
labs), and primer concentrations according to Table 1 was used. 
Final primer concentrations were adjusted empirically to ho-
mogenize loci amplification, starting with equimolar concentra-
tions of 0.4 µM and successively reducing primer concentration 
of stronger loci to obtain balanced signals. PCRs were performed 
on Eppendorf Mastercycler thermocyclers under the following 
conditions: A cooling step of 5 min duration at 4°C while the lid 
of the thermocycler heats up, a denaturation step of 5 min at 
94°C, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 60°C, 
58°C, 56°C, 54°C, 52°C, and 50°C for 10 s each, 72°C for 30 s, 
and a singular extension of 45 min at 60°C. Subsequently, the 
samples were cooled at 21°C for 10 min before cooling down to 
a final temperature of 4°C. This profile meets the specific an-
nealing temperature for every primer in the reaction mixture. 
Though other cycle conditions (like a classic touch down profile 
or the use of only one annealing temperature) were tested during 
optimization as well, our procedure was found to be most effec-
tive in reducing unspecific binding and background noise. The 
final extension step is recommended to reduce stutter phenomena 
and increase PCR efficiency in multiplex PCR (Henegariu et al. 
1997; Lepais et al. 2006). PCR products were diluted 1:20 in 
water. For analysis, 1 µL of diluted product was combined with 
0.1 µL GeneScan 500 Rox size standard (Applied Biosystems) 
and 8.9 µL HiDi Formamide (Applied Biosystems). Fragment 
analysis was carried out on an ABI Prism 310 capillary se-
quencer (Applied Biosystems). Genotyping was performed using 
GeneMapper 3.7 (Applied Biosystems). 

 
Results 

Primer screening 

Of the 18 primer pairs studied, 13 generated polymorphic ampli-
fication products (72.2%), four were found to be monomorphic 
and one did not show any amplification at all. Between two and 
17 alleles (mean 6.4) were revealed for the 13 polymorphic loci. 
The eight most polymorphic loci, displaying between four and 
17 alleles (mean 9.1), were selected for further use in the geno-
typing approach. The ten loci discarded from further characteri-
zation were GCPM 2341 (no amplification), GCPM 3077 (1 
allele), GCPM 3333 (1), ORPM 011 (2), ORPM 014 (2), ORPM 
020 (2), ORPM 021 (1), ORPM 026 (2), ORPM 055 (2), and 
ORPM 1422 (1). 
 
Population genetic analysis 
 
Primer characteristics are shown in Table 2. Results of tests for 
expected and observed heterozygosity and exclusion probabili-
ties for parentage analysis on the genet level for all three popula-
tions are shown in Table 3. Results of tests for Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium and pairwise tests for linkage disequilibrium for each 
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single population revealed significant deviation from HWE for 
five to seven loci. We found significant LD for all pairs of loci in 
Ing5 and Ing6, and for 23 out of 28 pairs of loci in Ing8 if calcu-
lated on the basis of all trees (p<0.05 for both tests). Calculation 
on the basis of genets showed significant deviation from HWE 
for five loci in all three populations. Significant LD was found 
for 11–27 pairs of loci (p<0.05). PID computed over all popula-
tions was 2.39 x 10-5 for all trees and 1.81 x 10-5 for all genets. 
PID ranged from 4.49×10-5–2.47×10-4 in each single population 

for all trees and from 4.15×10-5–1.22×10-4 for all genets. Esti-
mated null allele frequencies were close to 0 for all loci in each 
population except for locus ORPM 016, for which frequencies 
ranged from 0.12–0.32 in the three populations studied. Cumu-
lated exclusion probabilities over all eight loci and all three 
populations were 0.89 (single parent), 0.98 (paternity), and 1.00 
(parent pair) both for all trees sampled and all genets. Values 
after exclusion of ORPM 016 were 0.87 (single parent), 0.97 
(paternity), and 1.00 (parent pair). 

 
Table 2. Characteristics of the eight microsatellite loci used in two multiplex PCRs 

 Locus Primer Sequence Conc. (µM) Dye Allele Number Size Range (bp)
Set 1 ORPM 016 F: 5’-GCAGAAACCACTGCTAGATGC-3’ 0.25 Tamra 4 217–226 

  R: 5’-GCTTTGAGGAGGTGTGAGGA-3’     
 ORPM 1249 F: 5’-ACCTAAGGGTTGGAAGGTAG-3' 0.20 Tamra 10 103–121 
  R: 5’-CCCAAATGAAAAACAAAAGA-3’     
 ORPM 1261 F: 5’-TGCAGTTCTCCATGAACATA-3' 0.05 Hex 4 123–129 
  R: 5’-GAAGTTTTTGACCTGCAGAC-3'     
 GCPM 3351 F: 5’-AACCTCCAATACCAAGATCA-3' 0.40 Fam 17 174–206 
  R: 5’-TGAGAATAAATATTTCGGCAA-3'     

Set 2 ORPM 023 F: 5’-ATTCCATTTGGCAATCAAGG-3' 0.16 Tamra 9 197–215 
  R: 5’-CCCTGAAAGTCACGTCTTCG-3’     
 ORPM 030 F: 5’-ATGTCCACACCCAGATGACA-3’ 0.04 Hex 12 207–229 
  R: 5’-CCGGCTTCATTAAGAGTTGG-3’     
 ORPM 1031 F: 5’-ATGTTTCGTATTTGGAATGG-3’ 0.04 Fam 6 104–122 
  R: 5’-GGCTTGGACTAGAGATGATG-3’     
 GCPM 2768 F: 5’-TTATTTGGATCCTGAAATGG-3’ 0.11 Hex 11 175–195 
  R: 5’-GATGGTTCGGTATGTGAGTT-3’     

 
Table 3. Population genetic characteristics of the eight loci calculated for each of the three populations examined 

Stand Ing5 Ing6 Ing8 
Exclusion probability Heterozygosity Exclusion probability Heterozygosity Exclusion probability HeterozygosityLocus 

sp p pp He Ho sp p pp He Ho sp p pp He Ho 
ORPM 016 0.837 0.968 0.997 0.713 0.132 0.831 0.962 0.996 0.528 0.342 0.543 0.706 0.877 0.711 0.280 
ORPM 1249 0.819 0.960 0.996 0.401 0.453 0.844 0.971 0.998 0.238 0.240 0.653 0.822 0.945 0.357 0.376 
ORPM 1261 0.842 0.972 0.998 0.253 0.208 0.839 0.967 0.997 0.302 0.280 0.724 0.885 0.973 0.321 0.344 
GCPM 3351 0.439 0.616 0.800 0.803 0.736 0.450 0.626 0.811 0.807 0.820 0.769 0.919 0.985 0.843 0.882 
ORPM 023 0.600 0.792 0.927 0.692 0.547 0.805 0.947 0.993 0.581 0.458 0.798 0.935 0.989 0.575 0.355 
ORPM 030 0.754 0.919 0.985 0.627 0.623 0.613 0.804 0.938 0.687 0.620 0.819 0.950 0.993 0.523 0.505 
ORPM 1031 0.688 0.868 0.965 0.629 0.585 0.761 0.922 0.986 0.595 0.600 0.832 0.961 0.996 0.683 0.634 
GCPM 2768 0.791 0.943 0.992 0.653 0.698 0.704 0.880 0.972 0.675 0.700 0.838 0.966 0.997 0.535 0.301 

Note: sp, single parent; p, paternity; pp, parent pair; He, expected heterozygosity; Ho, observed heterozygosity. 
 

 
Added over all populations, 56 genotypes were clones contain-

ing a total of 292 trees. Fig.1 shows the spatial distribution of 
genotypes for stand Ing6. Characteristics of all stands are shown 
in Table 1. In six cases (four in Ing5, two in Ing6) one tree in a 
clone had a sex differing from the rest of the trees in the clone. 
The estimated maximum error for merging clones was calculated 
as 13.5, 6.1 and 0.0 for the populations Ing5, Ing6 and Ing8, 
respectively. This transfers to a maximum error rate per analysed 
tree of 0.045 for all three populations together. 

 
.Discussion 
 
For establishing a molecular method to genotype individuals, the 
resolution (in terms of the ability of the method to distinguish 
between genotypes) is of crucial importance. The PID values of 
the eight loci presented in this paper, derived both from every 
single population and from all populations combined, are 
deemed sufficient to distinguish even siblings with high confi-
dence (Hoffman & Amos 2005). Null alleles are considered to 
have a negligible impact on genotyping experiments but may 
severely compromise parentage analysis due to false exclusion of 
true parents (Dakin & Avise 2004). Exclusion of locus ORPM 
016 from the primer set led to PID values that still allow even 
siblings to be distinguished with high confidence. Exclusion 
probabilities for parentage analysis also remained high. While 
the locus is used in genotyping studies, it is possible to exclude it 
from the set when attempting parentage analysis with the remain-
ing seven loci still being able to reliably perform genotyping and 

Fig. 1  Diameter at breast 
height and clonal identity 
of 158 trees analysed for 
the population Ing6 at the 
middle reaches of the 
Tarim River. Grey circles 
depict single genotypes. 
The twenty clones found in 
this stand are indicated by 
different colours. 
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parentage assignment. 
The analysis of sex errors (trees with opposite sex in a clone) 

also indicates a sufficiently high resolution of the two microsa-
tellite sets. Sex errors can be caused by genotyping errors but 
also by a wrong determination of a tree's sex in the field. Sexing 
old and only sparsely flowering trees in the field can be difficult. 
This was the case in the stands Ing5 and Ing6, containing old 
(usually >80 yrs) trees with low vitality. Hence, the maximum 
error rate of 0.045 obtained is a conservative calculation but still 
among the error rates reported by Hoffman & Amos (2005). A 
low error rate is also suggested by the spatial distribution of trees 
assigned to one genotype (Fig. 1). 

Most of our loci deviated from Hardy-Weinberg proportions 
and showed linkage disequilibrium. Wu et al. (2008) presented 
12 new microsatellite loci for Populus euphratica as well and 
report these to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and in linkage 
equilibrium. The apparent contradiction to our results is most 
likely explained by an error in interpreting test results. The au-
thors report p-values smaller than 0.01 and 0.05 for the tests for 
HWE and LD, respectively. However, null hypotheses for the 
tests implemented in GENEPOP on the web (version 3.4, used 
by these authors) are that loci are in HWE and linkage equilib-
rium. p-values below 0.05 thus indicate significant deviation 
from HWE and significant LD. Reading the figures of Wu et al. 
(2008) this way, their results are in accordance with those ob-
tained by us. 

Deviations from HWE and LD can result from different causes 
both artificial and natural. In organisms that employ both sexual 
and asexual reproduction such deviations are characteristic life 
history features (Halkett et al. 2005). Our findings that LD and 
deviations from HWE are still maintained even if all replicate 
genotypes were eliminated from the data set is in accordance 
with the results of a study on Prunus avium, an also partially 
clonal tree species (Stoeckel et al. 2006). 

The set of eight microsatellite loci for genotyping and parent-
age analysis in P. euphratica presented here was demonstrated to 
reliably identify individual genotypes in natural populations with 
a low error rate. It was proven to be sufficient for fine scale 
population genetic studies and parentage assignment as well. The 
two PCR multiplex sets are especially well suited for large scale 
population studies. An ongoing project studying the genetic 
structure of Euphrates poplar forests in NW China aims for the 
analysis of about 1 500 plants. For these numbers, using the two 
multiplex kits presented in this paper will save about 9000 PCR 
reactions and hence considerably reduce per sample costs and 
processing time. 
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Abstract 

A study including eight microsatellite loci for 1014 trees from seven mapped stands of 
the partially clonal Populus euphratica was used to demonstrate how genotyping errors 
influence estimates of clonality. With a threshold of 0 (identical multilocus genotypes 
constitute one clone) we identified 602 genotypes. A threshold of 1 (compensating for 
an error in one allele) lowered this number to 563. Genotyping errors can seemingly 
merge (type 1 error) or split really existing clones (type 2), or convert a unique genotype 
into another unique genotype (type 3). We used context information (sex and spatial 
position of plants) to estimate the type 1 error. For thresholds of 0 and 1 the estimate 
was below 0.021, suggesting a high resolution for the marker system. The rate of 
genotyping errors was estimated by repeated genotyping for two cohorts of 41 trees, one 
drawn at random (0.158), and one from trees deviating in one allele from another tree 
(0.368). For the latter cohort, most of these deviations turned out to be errors, but 8 out 
of 602 analyzed multilocus genotypes may represent somatic mutations, corresponding 
to a mutation rate of 0.013. A simulation of genotyping errors for populations with 
varying clonality and evenness showed the number of genotypes always to be 
overestimated for a system with high resolution, and this mistake increases with 
increasing clonality and evenness. Allowing a threshold of 1 compensates for most 
genotyping errors and leads to much more precise estimates of clonality compared with 
a threshold of 0. This lowers the resolution of the marker system, but comparison with 
context information can help to check if the resolution is sufficient to apply a higher 
threshold. We recommend simulation procedures to investigate the behavior of a marker 
system for different thresholds and error rates to obtain the best estimate of clonality. 
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Introduction 

 

Clonality, i.e. the existence of genetically identical organisms created by asexual 
reproduction, is one of the basic features of life. In spite of the increasing importance of 
sexuality with growing complexity of organisms, clonal reproduction is maintained as 
an option to produce offspring even in the most complex life forms, including identical 
twins of our own species. As such, it has a crucial influence on demography and 
genetics of populations (Halkett et al 2005). Among higher organisms, it becomes 
increasingly apparent that clonality is one of the major modes of reproduction in many 
plant species, with about 65% of the Central European plants regularly using this mode 
of reproduction (Klimeš et al 1997). Beside morpho-ecological studies which are 



especially useful to study clonality in small herbs it is the rapid development of 
fingerprinting techniques to identify multilocus genotypes (MLGs) that brought new 
insights into clonal growth in plant populations. With the development of AFLP (Vos et 
al 1995) polymorphic markers became available for virtually all species. The more cost-
efficient use of Simple Sequence Repeats, commonly known as microsatellites (Li et al 
2002; Selkoe and Toonen 2006), has made large-scale studies possible especially for 
woody plants, where morphological analyses fail due to the inaccessibility of root 
systems or the frequent occurrence of root grafting (Lepais et al 2006; Vaughan and 
Russell 2004). 
In the past it was often low resolution of markers that lead to an overestimation of the 
degree of clonality (Arnaud-Haond et al 2005), particularly in studies using allozymes 
or RAPD markers. Nowadays, microsatellite studies achieve high resolution, especially 
if dinucleotide motifs showing mutation rates 1.5 to 2.1 times higher than trinucleotide 
motifs (Anderson et al. 2000) are used (Chakraborty et al 1997). With an increasing 
number of loci involved the proportion of experimental (low quality or quantity of 
template DNA) or scoring errors also increases (Pompanon et al 2005, Hoffman and 
Amos 2005), leading to erroneous identification of MLGs. In general, genotyping errors 
in analyses using high-resolution markers should have the opposite consequence of low-
resolution systems: the degree of clonality will be underestimated, since errors are likely 
to produce apparent new MLGs. 
In contrast to mobile animals, recording morphological characters during sampling can 
give valuable additional information about clonal identity in plant populations. Such 
characters can be the spatial arrangement of sampled plants, recorded for example by 
mapping or excavation of merigenets connected via rhizomes or spacer roots (Pfeiffer 
1997), or the distribution of morphologically recognizable sexes, like in gynodioecious, 
heterostylous, or dioecious plants. The first source of information is always accessible 
and useful if a species lacks readily dispersed vegetative diaspores like bulbils or 
agamospermous seeds. However, spacers can be of different length and linking ramets 
may die off, making it difficult to define a threshold for assessing genet membership via 
spatial distance only. In a similar way, one can try to identify merigenets, but this is 
only feasible in small herbs and soils allowing easy excavation of intact merigenets. 
Second, for plant species with morphologically distinct flower morphs, sexing may be 
most useful, since individuals of opposite morphs can never belong to the same clone. 
However, none of these sources of additional information is sufficient to detect all 
errors in MLGs, furthermore called "genotyping errors". Such errors stem from false 
calls of single alleles, caused either by experimental failure to produce the respective 
PCR product or erroneous data evaluation. 
 
In this study we investigate the consequence of genotyping errors for the estimation of 
clonal richness, usually calculated as R = (N–1)/(G–1) to obtain an index ranging 
between 0 (a population representing a single clone) and 1 (every sampled plant 
represents a new genet, Dorken and Eckert 2001) or its opposite measure, the degree of 
clonality (C = 1–R), in partially clonal plant populations. In addition, we show how 
context information can be used to optimize settings for a microsatellite study. In 
analogy to communities of organisms which are characterized by both species richness 
and evenness (Smith and Wilson 1996), the genetic diversity of clonal populations is 
characterized by genotypic richness and evenness. As reviewed by Arnaud-Haond et al 
(2007), mixed indices like the Pareto index (Pareto 1896–7) and the well-known 
Shannon index (Shannon and Weaver 1963) are also useful in this context. In theory, all 



indices known from community ecology can be applied as well for genotypes in 
partially clonal populations (see Magurran 2004 for a comprehensive review). 
 
How can genotyping errors influence the estimation of clonality? There are three 
possible consequences. First, the erroneous identification of an MLG can seemingly 
merge different genotypes into a clone (furthermore called type 1 or merging error); 
genetically similar individuals are misidentified as clones (Douhovnikoff and Dodd 
2003). Second, the genotyping error can split really existing clones (type 2 or splitting 
error), misidentifying dissimilar fingerprints from clones as genetically distinct 
individuals. Third, a genotyping error can simply convert a unique genotype into 
another unique genotype (type 3 or mute error). Type 1 errors lead to a higher, type 2 
errors to a lower estimate for clonality, whereas type 3 errors have no consequences (in 
contrast to other applications like paternity analyses, see Hoffmann and Amos 2005). 
Type 1 errors should be, at least in part, recognizable by comparison with context 
information: if two samples of opposite sex or separated by an extremely large distance 
are assigned to one MLG, a genotyping error has likely occurred. Therefore, estimates 
of type 1 errors should be useful to set a threshold for MLG identity to compensate for 
genotyping errors, as often applied in AFLP studies (Douhovnikoff and Dodd 2003).  
Since it separates members of a clone with non-contradictory context information, a 
type 2 error cannot be detected by context information. Even worse, somatic mutations 
can mimic type 2 errors, creating two or more MLGs within one clone. Type 3 errors 
can also not be detected by context information, but do not influence the estimate of 
clonality. 
If we assume false allele calls to hit the resulting MLGs at random, the (per-sample) 
genotyping error roughly equals the error for allele calling multiplied with the number 
of alleles involved. Due to this multiplication, even modest error rates for allele calling 
can strongly influence the outcome of a study, as demonstrated by Hoffman and Amos 
(2005) for paternity analyses. We thus expect estimates of clonal richness in clonally 
growing plant populations to suffer from this problem as well. If the resolution of the 
marker system is sufficiently high, a solution could be to increase the threshold for the 
identity of MLGs from 0 to 1, i.e. to allow a mismatch in one allele for two MLGs to be 
still regarded as identical. If errors for allele calling are indeed randomly distributed and 
the error rate is sufficiently low, it is unlikely that one MLG is hit by two or even more 
errors in allele calling. Increasing the threshold should thus effectively compensate 
errors in allele calling, but does significantly lower the resolution of the marker system. 
 
We used a microsatellite study involving eight loci for the partially clonal, dioecious 
tree Populus euphratica Oliv. to demonstrate how context information can be used to 
validate estimates of clonality. Based on this data set, we created artificial populations 
to simulate the influence of genotyping errors. In detail, we want to answer the 
following questions: Can context information (sex and spatial position) be used to 
optimize the analysis of fingerprint data, especially to find an appropriate threshold for 
the identification of MLGs? Is it possible to use context information to estimate the 
number of somatic mutations in a data set? How do genotyping errors translate into type 
1, 2 and 3 errors and finally influence the estimation of clonality? 
 
Materials and methods 

 

Study area – The seven stands of Populus euphratica Oliv. investigated in this study are 
located near the town of Yengi Bazar (41°10’34” N, 84°13’35” E) at the middle reaches 



of the Tarim River in Xinjiang, NW China. All stands are estimated to be older than 100 
years, differ in the degree of clonality and evenness, and are situated in three study areas 
chosen in varying distance to the main river. A detailed description of the sampling 
plots and their genetic structure is given in Eusemann et al (2010). Mapping of the 
stands was performed during flowering time in the years 2005 to 2009. All trees, both 
dead and alive, including young root suckers were mapped using a differential GPS 
(Trimble R3, Trimble Inc.). Average horizontal precision of the recorded positions was 
0.3 m. Diameter at breast height (dbh) was recorded for all standing trees. All flowering 
trees were sexed by visual examination of the inflorescences. Leaf samples were taken 
from all living plants, air dried, and stored on silica. An overview of plot size, number 
of trees mapped, and proportions of living and flowering trees is given in Table 1. 
Selection of plants for genetic analysis followed the grid based sampling method 
proposed by Suzuki et al (2004) designed to reveal a maximum number of genotypes 
for a partially sampled stand. An even grid was spread over each plot and the tree 
closest to each intersection selected for analysis. Mesh width was adjusted to return 
about 40 to 50 % of all mapped trees. This resulted in 110 to 160 (mean 145) samples 
per plot, comprising between 42 and 88 (mean 54) % of all living trees (see Table 1). 
 
Microsatellite analysis – DNA was extracted using the Invisorb Spin Food Kit II 
(Invitek) with a modified lysis step. 150 mg of dried plant material was ground using a 
Retsch mill MM301 and lysed in 800 µL CTAB-buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 1400 mM 
NaCl, 250 mM EDTA, 2% CTAB, 2 % PVP, pH 8.0). Following this step, the 
extraction was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
A set of eight microsatellite primers was used for genotyping. These were divided into 
two multiplex PCR assays, each containing four loci. Primer sequences and 
characteristics, PCR conditions, and fragment analysis procedure are given in 
Eusemann et al (2009). 
 
Data analysis – The primary result of microsatellite analysis is a multilocus genotype 
(MLG). We used a string with 16 characters to code an MLG with two positions per 
locus. Alphanumeric characters coded the alleles, with homozygous loci assigned the 
same character twice, and homozygous null alleles (most likely resulting from 
mutations in the flanking regions) coded 00. Using Microsoft Excel, we programmed a 
set of algorithms to compare these strings and assign MLGs according to pre-set 
threshold (deviation in 0, 1, 2, … positions in the 16-character string). All calculations 
were carried out separately for each of the seven investigated stands. Additionally, we 
pooled all seven stands to one metapopulation. This was possible since, with one 
exception, no MLG occurred in more than one stand. 
To test whether the number of loci used for the analysis allows a sufficiently high 
resolution to discriminate between genotypes, we created an algorithm that produced 
substrings from the 16-position code by selecting all combinations Cl

n from the l = 8 
available loci with 1 <= n <= 8. For each rank of l we computed the average clonal 
diversity R as described in Arnaud-Haond et al (2005) for the program Gencount (F. 
Alberto). In addition, we compared the resulting MLGs with context information for 
each combination of loci to monitor cases of conflict. 
To calculate the probability of identity (PID) and the frequency of private alleles, we 
used the programs Identity 1.0 (Wagner and Sefc 1999) and Genepop 4.0 (Rousset 
2008), respectively. 
 



Estimation of genotyping error rates – To estimate the rate of genotyping errors, the 
SSR analysis was repeated for 41 randomly chosen samples, and the originally obtained 
MLG was compared with that obtained from blind genotyping of the re-analyzed 
samples. We assumed that both cohorts are equally prone to genotyping errors, thus the 
number of genotyping errors should be roughly half of the ratio of deviating pairs to all 
re-analyzed pairs of samples. In fact, there are rare cases that two genotyping errors fall 
together in one pair. The real number of errors should therefore be slightly higher, 
which was confirmed with a simulation routine which randomly introduced genotyping 
errors in an artificial population of MLGs drawn from the investigated metapopulation. 
This routine was used to derive more precise estimates of the genotyping error. 
In addition, we re-analyzed a second cohort of another 41 trees, representing all MLGs 
deviating in only one allele from another. We assumed these samples to be more likely 
to represent either genotyping errors translating into a type 2 error, or cases of somatic 
mutation. We compared the two repeated MLGs and context information (see below) to 
reach a conclusion which of the two possibilities was more likely, a genotyping error or 
a somatic mutation. 
 
Evaluation of context information – We compared all obtained MLGs with context 
information, i.e. sex (male, female, or sterile) and spatial position, given in UTM 
coordinates. A conflict, furthermore called "sex error" was detected when one MLG 
included trees of opposite sex (male and female). In a similar way, a "distance error" 
was detected when a member of a multi-tree MLG was separated from its next neighbor 
by a distance exceeding 40 m. In a study investigating the architecture of clonal growth 
in P. euphratica, this was determined to be the maximum distance of root suckers to 
their parent tree (Wiehle et al 2009). 
Using the PopTools plug in for Excel (Hood 2005) we subjected each of the seven plots 
to a Monte Carlo analysis, changing sex and tree positions at random. Every tree 
position and sex was drawn from the pool of all sexes and positions recorded for the 
plot. From 100 runs, sex and distance errors and their 95% confidence intervals were 
calculated for thresholds from 0 to 7 deviations and compared with the sex and distance 
errors recorded for the original data set. 
In theory, every type 1 error can cause a sex and/or distance error, but this is not always 
the case. Since two separate clones can be of equal sex, only 50% of all type 1 errors 
can be detected for an even sex ratio (and accordingly less for biased sex ratios). In 
addition, some trees remained sterile; we therefore estimated the type 1 error based on 
sex errors as 
 
Error 1 = ErrorSex * 1 / Pmin (m,f) * Nsampled / Nsexed  

 
with Pmin (m,f) as the proportion of the rarer sex, Nsampled as the number of samples and 
Nsexed as the number of successfully sexed trees. In a similar way, the type 1 error was 
estimated from distance errors. Since we sampled each stand only partially, this 
estimate will be 
 
Error 1 = ErrorDist * Nsampled / Nt 

 
with Nt as the total number of trees mapped for a stand. However, it cannot be ruled out, 
that root suckers originate from other root suckers, which may later die off. Therefore, 
this estimate should rather over- than underestimate the type 1 error. 
 



Simulation of genotyping errors – To obtain good estimates to which extent genotyping 
errors translate into type 1, type 2 or type 3 errors, we used the ca. 600 genotypes 
identified to compose an artificial population of 160 trees with known clonal identity of 
each tree. For this population, a spreadsheet algorithm was designed that allows to 
change the extent of clonality from C = 0 (no clonal growth) to C = 1 (all trees 
belonging to a single clone). As a second parameter, the dominance of a clone was 
varied within the limits given by the pre-set value of C from a minimal value (all clones 
comprise roughly the same number of trees) to a maximum (one MLG with many trees, 
all other MLGs remain singletons). Dominance was expressed by the corrected 
Simpsons dominance index Dcorr = Σ [ni (ni – 1)] / [N (N – 1)] with ni as the number of 
trees for the ith MLG and N as the number of trees sampled (Arnaud-Haond et al 2007). 
In a second step, we introduced genotyping errors into this population by changing 
single, randomly chosen alleles, assigning them a value drawn at random from all 
alleles recorded for the respective locus. We then analyzed the resulting set of erroneous 
MLGs, and followed how each genotyping error resulted in a type 1, type 2, or type 3 
error, depending on the clonal membership of the respective tree. Furthermore, we 
calculated various parameters (clonality, dominance and various mixed parameters) and 
compared these with the figures for the original population. Applying a Monte Carlo 
simulation, this enabled us to determine mean values and, finally, a figure to which 
extent genotyping errors influenced the estimate of clonality for the population. 
 
Results 

 

Within seven stands in three areas (distances between areas 5, 20 and 25 km) 1872 trees 
were mapped covering a total area of 80 hectares. In each plot, between 40 and 90% of 
all living trees were sampled for genotyping, leading to a total sample of 1014 trees. 
Fig. 1a shows the genotypic resolution of the eight microsatellite loci (six dinucleotide 
and two trinucleotide motifs) used for the analyses. Table 1 presents the results of the 
SSR analysis, using a threshold of 0 (complete identity) or 1 (MLGs deviating in one 
allele are regarded identical). Genotyping with threshold 0, as used in most SSR studies, 
leads to a total of 602 recognized genotypes. To investigate six cases that seemed to 
produce clones of mixed sex in the stands Ing5 and Ing6 (mapped in 2005) reported by 
Eusemann et al (2009), the stands were visited again in 2009, and four trees turned out 
to be falsely sexed the first time. For the remaining two cases the sex of the trees was 
confirmed in 2009. With one exception, all genotypes between stands were different; 
this genotype is shared by two trees of the stands Ing5 and Ing6, being of opposite sex 
and growing 624 m apart. The PID value for the whole study is rather low (1.81x10-5). 
The frequency of private alleles was calculated to be 0.015. No allele occurring in more 
than 10 genets was private for one of the stands. 
 

The resolution of the eight microsatellite loci seems to be sufficient to resolve all actual 
genotypes (Fig. 1a). Most often, two genotypes differed in 8–9 alleles according to the 
peaks of the frequency distributions of the pair wise number of allele differences 
between all MLGs from one stand. The curve for all combinations of one to eight loci 
levels off for a threshold of 0. Estimates for both sex and distance errors are low if only 
one locus is applied, reach a maximum and decrease later continuously but remain 
constant at a non-zero level (Fig. 1b,c). 
A threshold of 1 leads to a shallower curve in Fig. 1a, which still nearly levels off, but at 
a lower clonal diversity, since less MLGs are obtained. The curves for sex and distance 



errors lag behind those obtained for a threshold of 0, but decrease almost to the same 
value for n = 8 (all eight loci included in the analysis, Fig. 1b,c). 
Fig. 2 shows numbers of genotypes and estimates of sex and distance error for 
thresholds of genotype identity ranging from 0 to 7. The estimates for the type 1 error 
(sex or distance error) increase only marginally if the threshold is increased from 0 to 1 
(sex error per sample: 0.014 to 0.021, distance error per sample: 0.009 to 0.011, Fig. 
2a), but the number of recognized MLGs decreases from 602 to 563 (Table 1). A 
comparison of the sex and distance errors with those obtained by chance (assigning sex 
or position for each tree at random) shows that for a threshold of 1 the system still has a 
sufficiently high resolution (Fig. 2b,c); both estimates for the type 1 error increase only 
marginally. Would the resolution of the system worsen significantly, these estimates 
should increase significantly as well, as shown in Fig. 1b,c. 
 
The rate of genotyping errors for the study was first tested with a randomly sampled 
cohort of 41 trees, for which the SSR analysis was repeated. In twelve cases the MLG 
obtained in the repeated analysis differed from the first one. As estimated with a 
simulation routine which randomly introduces errors in allele calling for the two 
cohorts, this equals a per-allele error of 0.011 and a per-sample error of 0.158. In 
contrast, the calculations for the estimation of the type 1 error per sample from the 
whole data set are significantly lower: 0.014 for sex and 0.009 for distance errors (4 and 
17 errors detected in 1014 trees, respectively). 
A threshold of 1 compensated for all genotyping errors detected in the re-analyzed 
cohort of trees, since in all 41 cases the first and the second obtained MLG differed in 
no more than one allele. Calculated with values for a threshold = 1, the estimates for the 
type 1 error per sample were slightly higher (0.021 for sex and 0.011 for distance errors, 
6 and 20 errors for the whole data set, respectively). 
We also re-analyzed all 41 cases in which one MLG deviated from another in one allele. 
The re-analysis of this cohort failed in one case. The remaining 40 samples deviated in 
24 cases, and with the error simulation routine we estimated an error rate per allele of 
0.030 which amounts to a genotyping error rate (per sample) of 0.368. These deviating 
genotypes caused 1 sex and 5 distance errors, which translates to an estimate for type 1 
errors of 0.016 based on sex and 0.040 based on distance. 
A pair wise comparison of the original and re-analyzed MLGs within the deviating 
cohort revealed that in 22 cases (55%) the reanalyzed MLG joined the one it deviated 
from and did not cause a sex or distance error. This makes indeed a genotyping error in 
the first analysis the most likely reason for the deviation. In another two cases (5%) this 
happened as well, but the new MLG now caused a sex or distance error. These samples 
could be true cases of identical MLGs that do not belong to one clone. In four cases 
(10%) the deviation was confirmed, and the MLG caused a sex and/or distance error, we 
thus can assume two MLGs that truly deviate by one allele. In another twelve cases 
(30%) the deviation was confirmed as well and caused neither a sex nor a distance error. 
These MLGs may represent somatic mutations, or, in the case of deviating pairs, the 
genotyping error originally occurred in the sample not chosen for re-analysis. A somatic 
mutation was especially apparent in one large male clone, where both the original and 
the identical repeated MLG deviated for five trees in one allele from the MLG of ten 
other, all growing over a distance of about 250 m in plot Ing5. Counting these five trees 
as one case, 8 of 602 MLGs are suspected cases of somatic mutation, which gives an 
upper estimate for the mutation rate of 0.013. 
 



To verify the assumption that a threshold of 1 would give a more valid estimate of 
clonal richness since it would compensate for genotyping errors without a significant 
loss in resolution, we composed an artificial subset of 160 trees with the same 
characteristics of clonal growth as found for the studied metapopulation (R = 0.59, Dcorr 
= 0.003), which resulted in 95 MLGs and an effective Dcorr of 0.005. In a second step, 
allele calling errors were randomly introduced according to the per-sample error rate 
estimated from the re-analysis of 41 trees chosen at random (0.158). The results of the 
analysis of this artificial population with 500 runs for each threshold of 0 and 1 are 
shown in Table 2. The estimates of both the number of genotypes and clonal richness 
were much closer to the pre-set values for a threshold of 1 than for 0. 
 
Finally, we used the artificial population to carry out a simulation that covers the range 
of possible constellations of clonal richness and dominance of clones to elucidate how 
the estimation error in R depends on clonal richness and evenness. Using a threshold of 
0, we introduced a varying number of randomly created genotyping errors and followed 
the respective samples, determining whether the genotype error expressed itself as a 
type 1, 2, or 3 error. Fig. 3 shows the extent to which C and Dcorr could be varied, since 
both parameters depend on each other. As expected, for a given combination of C and 
Dcorr the introduced genotyping errors cause type 1, 2 and 3 errors in constant 
proportions that are independent from the genotyping error rate (checked for error rates 
in allele calling ranging from 0 to 0.05, data not shown). Fig. 4 shows the results for a 
simulation with 50 false allele calls spread among 160 trees. This corresponds to an 
error per allele of 0.016 ± 0.001, or an error per sample of 0.254 ± 0.015. 
 
To which proportions genotyping errors translate into errors of type 1, 2 or 3 depends 
both on clonality C and evenness Dcorr. At all constellations the proportion to which 
genotyping errors cause type 1 errors is negligible, and depends on dominance only 
(Fig. 4a). Type 2 errors are created most often, and these depend both on clonality and 
dominance. Their proportion increases with increasing clonality and decreasing 
dominance (Fig. 4b). The opposite holds true for type 3 errors, these increase with 
increasing dominance and decreasing clonality (Fig. 4c). For the estimation of clonality, 
type 1 and type 2 errors compensate each other. However, for all combinations of C and 
Dcorr the effective error (type 2 – type 1) is positive, thus causing an underestimation of 
clonality C (or an overestimation of clonal richness R). This effective error increases 
with increasing clonality and decreases with increasing dominance (Fig. 4d). Such a 
simulation allows to estimate the number of false MLGs created for certain numbers of 
genotyping errors, and thus to estimate the error in dependence of the degree of 
clonality calculated for a population. 
 
Discussion 

 

Whereas for a long time low resolution of markers seriously hampered studies in 
clonally growing plants due to a notorious overestimation of clonality (Arnaud-Haond 
et al 2005), especially with microsatellites there are now marker systems with a 
sufficiently high resolution available. However, with more, and especially more variable 
markers the rate of genotyping errors increases as well (Hoffman and Amos 2005). For 
this study, we used eight loci that showed between four and seventeen alleles per locus, 
and for the 40 repeats carried out, we found a weak positive correlation (R2 = 0.25) 
between the maximum number of loci and the number of genotyping errors per locus. 



The first question of this study regards the use of context information, which can be 
spatial position or sex (true sex and/or flower morphs) in a plant. The basic idea is to 
check for conflicts between the individuals assigned to an MLG and this information, 
like two individuals of opposite sex or separated over a large distance. Ideally, there 
should be no conflicts. If they occur, they can have three possible reasons. The first is 
low resolution of the marker system. Except for cases of extremely low resolution, this 
should produce a significant number of type 1 errors, which cause, at least in part, 
conflicts with context information (Fig. 1). We thus can conclude that a high number of 
context errors within a study is first of all a sign of insufficient marker resolution. If the 
resolution of the system is sufficiently high (i.e. if the constructed graph for all 
combinations of loci levels off as is shown in Fig. 1a) the estimates for sex and distance 
errors should reach a low and rather constant level (Fig. 1b,c). In this case, the 
remaining type 1 error (and so the remaining context error) should be very low (Fig. 
4a). A remaining non-zero level of sex and distance errors can have two further reasons: 
a high rate of genotyping errors, which translate at a low proportion into type 1 errors, 
or errors in the context information itself. 
In our study, errors on tree position are highly unlikely, since we mapped the stands 
with a differential GPS and uploaded the positions directly to Excel sheets. However, 
although never observed for Populus euphratica, we cannot entirely rule out rare cases 
of broken and re-sprouting twigs, which could exceed the maximum distance of 40 m 
for root-suckering observed by Wiehle et al (2009). In addition, root suckers can be 
formed in chains, and the connecting trees can die off and escape mapping. Sex errors 
caused by false sexing are more likely, given the sparse flowering in some old trees and 
the small, wind-pollinated inflorescences in Populus. Therefore, we revisited all trees 
causing sex errors in 2009, and a number of sex errors turned out to be caused by false 
sexing. The calculations in this study are based on the remaining sex errors, where sex 
of the trees was confirmed during the second visit. 
If possible, a comparison of the obtained MLGs with context information is a 
meaningful tool to check for sufficient marker resolution. However, a very low level of 
context errors does not necessarily indicate a very low rate of genotyping errors, since 
for a marker system with high resolution only a small part of genotyping errors 
translates to type 1 errors which potentially cause context errors (Fig. 4a). 
Unfortunately, even a low per-allele error rate multiplies to a high per-sample error rate. 
Therefore, very modest rates of false allele calls can seriously corroborate the results of 
molecular studies, as highlighted by Pompanon et al (2005). This influences numerous 
indices for population genetics (see Bonin et al 2004 for review), but is especially 
dangerous for paternity analysis (Hoffman and Amos 2005). For the 41 randomly 
chosen trees analyzed a second time, we found a per-allele error rate of 0.0113 (ca. 1%) 
which is in the range recorded from other microsatellite studies (0.008 for brown bear 
tissues, 0.012 for brown bear faeces, Bonin et al 2004, 0.0022 for antarctic fur seals, 
Hoffman and Amos 2005). However, genotyping errors for the eight loci (16 alleles) 
occur independent of each other, thus most often a given MLG has only one erroneous 
allele. Assuming this distribution, the per-tree error rate for our study would approach 
16% (we found 15.8%), if a threshold of 0 is applied. Since it is highly unlikely (p= 
0.0015 in this study) that an individual is hit by two genotyping errors, applying a 
threshold of 1 would eliminate most of these errors. However, the probability of identity 
of genotypes will increase; we thus are in danger to underestimate the number of MLGs 
and to produce type 1 errors. Fortunately, this can be recognized by conflicts with 
context information, and such a comparison is again a valuable tool to verify whether an 
increased threshold for MLG identity is applicable.  



We therefore computed the loss in genotypes, but also the resulting estimates for sex 
and distance errors for thresholds for MLG identity ranging from 0 over 1 and 2 to an 
unrealistic maximum of 7 (Fig. 2a). A comparison with the values obtained by a 
bootstrap procedure with randomly assigned sex or spatial position shows that up to a 
threshold of 3 (sex errors) or 5 (distance errors) the estimated number of these conflicts 
is still below the 5% confidence interval of conflicts produced for randomly assigned 
sex and tree position. Most interestingly, estimates of sex and distance errors increase 
only slightly if the threshold is increased from 0 to 1, even up to 2, but suddenly 
increase for a threshold of 3. In theory, increasing the threshold should compensate 
genotyping errors and thus come closer to reality, but may add new ones caused by 
lowering resolution of the marker system. As verified by the simulation with an 
artificial population having the same clonal richness and evenness as the 
metapopulation studied, a threshold of 1 produces indeed a much better estimate of 
clonal richness (1% underestimation instead of 23% overestimation for a threshold of 0, 
see Table 2). It also reveals that the error rate estimated from the 41 randomly chosen 
samples that were repeated is probably much higher than the real error, since lowering 
the threshold for the study from 0 to 1 eliminates only 39 genotypes, which corresponds 
to an overestimation of R of only 5%, not 22% as obtained for the simulation. The most 
likely reason is a systematic deviation of running conditions in the two cohorts, leading 
to apparent shifts in fragment size in 8 of the 12 recorded cases of deviating MLGs. We 
thus conclude that for the metapopulation analyzed in this study, a threshold of one 
should give the most realistic estimates for clonal diversity. This compensates the lion's 
share of genotyping errors and does still provide enough resolution, as indicated by the 
only very slight increase of the estimates for sex and distance errors, which indicate 
type 1 errors. 
 
To estimate to which extent deviations of one allele between two MLGs are indeed due 
to genotyping errors, we also re-analyzed all deviating trees. For this cohort of 41 trees, 
we found indeed a nearly three times higher error in allele calling (3%), which would 
render one third of the resulting MLGs (37%) wrong. This corresponds with 22 trees 
(55% of all re-analyzed trees) that were reunited with the MLG they originally deviated 
from and did not cause context errors. Another six trees (15%) produced context errors 
with the MLGs they deviate from. These most likely represent similar but non-related 
genotypes. The remaining 12 trees (30%) representing eight MLGs may be cases of 
somatic mutation, since their deviating genotypes were confirmed in the re-analysis, but 
their context information indicates no conflict. Counting the five deviating trees of a 
large clone as one case we have eight cases among 602 MLGs, which yields an (upper) 
estimate of the somatic mutation rate of 0.013. However, for comparisons between two 
MLGs representing singletons (two pairs) the erroneous genotype may simply be the 
one not chosen for re-analysis. Our estimate is within the magnitude of mutation rates 
reported for dinucleotide motifs by Chakraborty et al (1997). A study for Robinia 

pseudacacia revealed a somatic mutation rate of 0.063 for this species and names 
mutation rates of 0.0008–0.01 for various other plant species (Lian et al 2004). 
 
Since even a low rate of false allele calls can change identity of a significant proportion 
of all MLGs, we have to ask to which extent, and in which direction, the resulting 
genotyping errors can change estimates of clonality. In search of an answer, we must 
follow genotyping errors to figure out at which proportions they translate to type 1 
errors (merging clones, thus decreasing R), type 2 errors (splitting clones and increasing 
R) and type 3 errors (being "mute" in respect to R since changing one unique to another 



unique MLG). Our simulation revealed that for the high resolution system used in this 
study any combination of clonality (ratio genotypes to individuals) and dominance 
(abundance of these genotypes) genotyping errors will lead to an overestimation of 
clonal richness R and therefore to an underestimation of the degree of clonality (C = 1 – 

R). The main reason is the low rate of type 1 errors, whose proportion does not depend 
on the degree of clonality in a population but only on evenness (Fig. 4a). If a marker 
with a sufficiently high resolution is employed, the chance that a genotyping error 
merges two genotypes is generally low. The less evenly genotypes are distributed, the 
more often a merging error happens by chance. In contrast, the other two types of error 
depend on both the degree of clonality and genotype evenness, but in a reverse manner. 
With decreasing clonality and evenness the effective error (type 2 – type 1) decreases as 
well, but will never become zero. For a high resolution system, the proportion to which 
a genotyping error translates to an effective splitting error (type 2 – type 1) allows a 
direct correction of the obtained number of genotypes. Applying a threshold of 0 
(complete identity) for our study with a per-sample error rate of ca. 0.16 and an average 
clonality of 0.41 and dominance of 0.003 for the metapopulation, more than 60% of 
these errors should become effective, i.e. create new MLGs, which transfers to an 
effective error rate of >0.1. With 1014 trees involved in the study, this would add more 
than 100 new genotypes, thus overestimating the number of genotypes by more than 
16%. In a simulation with these parameters, we found indeed as much as 23% 
overestimation. 
 
Summarizing these thoughts, we can draw four conclusions. 
1. For markers with insufficient resolution, clonal richness tends to be underestimated 
(Arnaud-Haond et al 2005), but if the resolution of the markers is very high, the 
problem turns into the opposite. More markers do not always help more, since they 
produce more per-sample errors even at very modest rates of false allele calls. 
2. A comparison with context information can be a useful tool to check the resolution of 
the marker system used, but also to find an appropriate threshold for MLG identity. A 
system with a sufficiently high resolution should have a very low rate of context errors. 
3. A high resolution system tends to overestimate clonal richness for all possible 
constellations of clonal richness and evenness in a population. Especially for systems 
involving highly polymorphic loci (which are especially prone to genotyping errors), 
increasing the threshold for MLG identity can be a solution. 
4. Comparison with context information gives an opportunity to estimate the rate of 
somatic mutation, if MLGs deviating in only one allele are systematically re-analyzed. 
 
As a general guideline, for every study using a previously untested set of markers it 
should be calculated whether the system’s resolution is sufficiently high following the 
approach described by Arnaud-Haond et al (2005). If the resolution is high enough, i.e. 
if the graph levels off (Fig. 1a), and the application of a threshold does not lead to a 
significant increase in type 1 errors, this approach can be considered for further 
genotype identification. A simulation of the marker system in use with different 
threshold and rates of genotyping errors can help to find the optimum settings for a 
large-scale study. 
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Table 1. Statistical data for seven old-growth stands of Populus euphratica genotyped with eight SSR loci. Results are presented assuming 
absolute identity of multilocus genotypes and, after a slash, for a threshold allowing one deviating allele between MLGs assigned to one clone to 
account for genotyping errors. 
 
Study area   I  I  I  II  II  II  III  
Plot    Ing5  Ing6  Ing11  Ing8  Ing9  Ing10  YimB  Total 
Stand area [ha]   6.5  5.0  4.5  1.1  3.7  1.3  58.0  80.1 
Trees mapped   390  364  314  302  325  276  329  2300 
Trees alive   339  249  337  260  251  261  182  1879 
Trees flowering   258  193  182  76  105  123  178  1115 
         % of living   76.1  77.5  54.0  29.2  41.8  47.1  97.8  59.3 
Trees sampled    145  158  154  133  156  110  158  1014 
         % of living   42.8  63.5  46.0  51.2  62.2  42.1  87.9  54.1 
         
Number of genotypes  56/44  52/46  58/52  90/86  122/116  69/66  155/153  602/563 
  unique genotypes  36/25  31/24  26/21  74/71  97/92  47/43  152/149  463/425 
  multiple genotypes  20/19  21/22  32/31  16/15  25/24  22/23  3/4  139/138 
Sex errors (unequal sex)  2/3  1/1  1/1  0/0  0/0  0/0  0/1  4/6 
Distance errors (>40m)  4/5  7/7  4/3  0/0  2/2  0/0  0/3  17/20 
         
Clonal diversity R  0.38/0.30 0.33/0.29 0.38/0.34 0.67/0.64 0.78/0.74 0.62/0.60 0.98/0.97 0.59/0.56 
Shannon diversity H'  3.47/3.21 3.45/3.34 3.71/3.55 4.25/4.14 4.71/4.61 4.05/3.99 4.98/4.96 6.04/5.92 
Wilsons evenness Evar  0.64/0.56 0.58/0.56 0.69/0.66 0.85/0.83 0.92/0.90 0.84/0.83 0.99/0.99 0.80/0.77 
Simpson’s dominance Dcorr 0.05/0.06 0.04/0.04 0.03/0.04 0.01/0.02 0.00/0.01 0.01/0.01 0.00/0.00 0.003/0.004 
Slope Pareto dist. –ß  0.57/0.54 0.66/0.68 0.77/0.65 1.11/0.88 2.07/1.41 1.44/1.32 4.64/3.61 0.87/0.86 
 with R2    0.90/0.87 0.74/0.73 0.85/0.91 0.95/0.96 0.97/0.99 0.94/0.91 1.00/0.99 0.87/0.82 



Table 2. Estimation of the genotype number, clonal richness and Simpsons corrected dominance index for an artificial population with similar 
values for R and Dcorr as the metapopulation studied, randomly introducing an error per sample of 0.16 (or 0.01 per allele). Shown are means ± 
SD for 500 runs. 

 
 
Settings for the  Analysis with    Analysis with  
artificial population  threshold = 0   threshold = 1 

 
Number of trees    160    160    160 
Number of MLGs    95    114.4±2.2   90.7±1.6 
Clonal richness R    0.593    0.713±0.008   0.564±0.004 
Simpsons dominance Dcorr   0.0051    0.0036±0.0002  0.0065±0.0003 
 
Percentage of deviation for    
   Number of genotypes       +23.0±2.4   –0.9±1.8 
   Clonal richness R         +23.0±1.3   –1.1±0.7 
   Simpson’s dominance Dcorr        –29.8±3.5    +26.5±5.8 



 
 

Fig. 1a Genotypic resolution of the eight microsatellite motifs for 1014 sampled trees in 
seven stands, based on the analysis of all 255 possible combinations C8

n for n = 1 to 8 
loci. Shown is the average clonal diversity R with SD for each n. 1b Estimated sex 
errors per tree (± SD) over these combinations. 1c Estimated distance errors per tree (± 
SD) over all possible combinations of loci. Multilocus genotypes were determined for 
complete identity (threshold = 0, circles) and allowing one deviation (threshold = 1, 
diamonds)



 
Fig. 2a Recognized multilocus genotypes (grey bars) and estimates of type 1 errors 
based on sex errors (open circles) and distance errors (closed circles) in 1014 genotyped 
trees for thresholds of genotype identity from 0 to 7. 2b Estimated sex errors (open 
circles) in comparison to those occurring for randomly sexed trees from 100 runs of a 
Monte Carlo simulation (solid lines = mean, dotted lines = 5% and 95% confidence 
intervals). 2c Estimated distance errors (closed circles) in comparison to those occurring 
for trees spaced at random, again for 100 runs of a Monte Carlo simulation 



 
 

Fig. 3 Range for simulation of genotyping errors with varying clonality (0 ≤ C ≤ 1) and 
dominance (0 ≤ Dcorr ≤ 1). Grey area: combinations of C and Dcorr a population can 
assume; dots: combinations used to calculate the graphs presented in Fig. 4 



 
 

Fig. 4 Proportions to which genotyping errors (error rate per allele = 0.016) cause errors 
of type 1, 2, and 3 and the resulting error (type 2 – type 1 error) for different 
constellations of clonality and dominance, employing a threshold of 0 for MLG identity. 
(4a) Proportions of type 1 errors; (4b) proportions of type 2 errors; (4c) proportions of 
type 3 errors; (4d) remaining error t2 – t1 causing underestimation of the degree of 
clonality (or overestimation of clonal richness, respectively). Numbers on the graphs 
indicate different levels of clonality (C= 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.87, 0.94, 0.97, 1.00). 
In all cases, standard deviations between the 100 runs for each data point are below 0.05 
and are therefore not shown 
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Abstract To understand the spatial structure of mono-

specific Tugai forests (Xinjiang Province, China) growing

as gallery woods nourished by ground water, root sucker-

ing in Populus euphratica was studied by a combination of

morphological and molecular analyses. Seedlings grow a

deep tap root and keep this as adult trees, whereas root

suckers never develop a tap root but utilize the horizontally

stretching root of their parent trees. The resulting reverse

‘‘T’’ root architecture distinguishes reliably even adult root

suckers from generatively grown trees. Due to assimilate

input from the root sucker, the distal root (pointing away

from the parent tree) becomes thicker soon than its proxi-

mal root, which allows determination of the direction of

vegetative growth. One stand including 279 young trees

germinated from seeds and 267 root suckers was mapped

completely, and selected suckers were assigned to parent

trees by genotyping with microsatellite DNA. Root suckers

develop up to 40 m away from parent trees on horizontal

‘‘spacer’’ roots, usually originating not deeper than 20 cm

below surface. Trees begin with root suckering between 10

and 15 years, shortly before reaching flowering age. Cut-

ting experiments indicated reduced survival of young root

suckers disconnected from the parent tree. Without a tap

root and with a rooting point close to the surface, declining

ground water levels should lower the fitness of root suckers

even more than that of generatively grown trees.

Keywords Clonal growth � Microsatellite genotyping �
Cutting experiment � Spatial structure

Introduction

Most of the plants of temperate climates reproduce vege-

tatively (Harper 1977); often producing clones of inde-

pendent individuals in their natural environments (Barnes

1966). In contrast to rhizomatous growth, root suckering

involves the formation of a new shoot out of a true root.

Jenik (1994) ascertained that root suckering is more com-

mon among clonal trees than among clonal herbs. The

resulting sprouts are termed root sprouts, root suckers, or

root shoots (Wittrock 1884), and also sucker shoots (Jenik

1994). The buds they originate from are termed root buds

(Bosela and Ewers 1997). In this article the term root

sucker is being used for newly formed ramets; their asso-

ciated horizontal roots are called spacers.

Root suckering creates a new axis of polarity physically

distant from the mother plant. The proliferation of this

process leads to increasing occupation of horizontal space

by the genet (Cook 1985). The transport of water, mineral

nutrients, carbohydrates, and hormones via connections

between ramets allows the genet to function as a physio-

logically integrated system (Watson and Casper 1984). If

disconnected from the parent plant, root suckers are able to

exist independently (Harper 1977). Consequently, root

suckering is an important component of fitness and can

have effects beyond the local position of a plant (Pan and

Price 2001).

Already Holm (1925) listed numerous root suckering

plants and noticed that root suckers are almost entirely

confined to perennials. Further lists followed by Good

(1964) and Zimmermann and Brown (1971). Concerning
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woody plants, lists of root suckering trees were published

by Raju et al. (1966), Peterson and Jones (1997), and

Rodrigues et al. (2004). Klimešová and Klimeš (2003)

pointed out that 20% of European tree species are capable

to produce root suckers.

Root buds are formed most often on spacers (Jenik

1994). Frequently, the growth of root suckers from these

buds is induced by injuries of the root itself or the parental

plant. Although the presence of a healthy trunk does not

seem to inhibit the production of root buds per se, it often

suppresses their development into aerial shoots through a

physiological process that is somewhat comparable to the

phenomenon of apical dominance in shoot systems (Farmer

1962). Del Tredici (2001) distinguished between tree

species which do not begin suckering until the primary

trunk was damaged and others that grow root suckers

spontaneously.

The latter phenomenon is especially pronounced in the

genus Populus (Salicaceae), as already described by

Wittrock (1884) and later Busgen and Munch (1929). Due

to their economic importance, the clonal architecture,

ecology, physiology, and genetics of Populus tremula L.,

P. balsaminifera L., P. alba L. and P. grandidentata

Michx. was the subject of numerous studies in North

America (Zahner and Debyle 1965; Barnes 1966; Blake

and Atkinson 1986). In Populus, the ability to grow new

ramets via root suckering seems to be infinite, underpin-

ning the hypothesis that clonally growing plants are

potentially immortal (Erikson and Jerling 1990). Barnes

(1966) observed more than 100 ramets per genet (more

than 2,000 ramets/ha, respectively) in P. tremuloides

Michx. (aspen). A clone stretching over 81 ha and esti-

mated to be older than 10,000 years was described by

Kemperman and Barnes (1976). Like in P. tremuloides, the

clonal spread of plants and the break-up of older clones

make it impossible to observe the number of genetic

individuals directly. Since the dimensions of roots in trees

do not usually allow direct excavations of whole genets,

only molecular methods, like simple sequence repeats

(microsatellites) used in this study, can reliably assign root

suckers to their parent tree.

Obviously, root suckering is especially important for

survival of trees growing in harsh environments, as it is the

case for Euphrates Poplar (Populus euphratica Oliv.),

forming monospecific forests along the rivers in the Tarim

Basin in western China (Wang et al. 1996; Thevs et al.

2008a). P. euphratica belongs to the section Turanga,

which includes the most drought-resistant species of the

genus. Despite its occurrence under semiarid to hyperarid

conditions in the Taklamakan desert, this poplar has no

xeromorphic adaptations against water loss and depends

completely on continuous access to ground water during its

entire life (Gries et al. 2003). Old trees can access ground

water in depths down to 8 m (Song et al. 2000). The dis-

tribution range of P. euphratica extends from northern

Africa over the Middle East to Central Asia, China and

northern India (Wang et al. 1996). The synonym name

P. diversifolia points to the pronounced heterophylly of the

species: young seedlings and root suckers have narrowly

lanceolate leaves resembling a willow, whereas flowering

trees develop broadly ovate and coarsely toothed leaves. As

typical for the genus, the trees are dioecious, possessing

very short-lived seeds that germinate only on wet ground or

if floating in water (personal observation, Schnittler). Due

to the hyperarid environment with an annual precipitation

below 50 mm, seedlings can establish only on riverbanks

or oxbow ponds and must have continuous access to

ground water to survive (Gries et al. 2005). In the area,

such sites are created only by flooding events, where

seedlings often arrange in rows marking former flood lines

after the retreat of the summer flood (Thevs 2007). For this

reason, such germination rows of seedlings are usually

arranged parallel to the river course. Therefore, the strong

and well-known capability of the species to propagate via

root suckers (Weisgerber 1994; Wang et al. 1996; Sharma

et al. 1999) is crucial to form contiguous forests from

discrete germination rows along the river, whereas propa-

gating via broken branches occurs only exceptionally.

This study focuses on the root suckering behavior of

Euphrates Poplar, aiming to answer the following ques-

tions: In which distance from the parent trees do root

suckers develop? Does root architecture of suckers differ

from that of generatively grown trees? At which age and

diameter of parent trees is root suckering initiated, and

which are the distances bridged by suckering? How long do

root suckers remain to be physiologically integrated with

the parent tree?

Materials and methods

Study region

All field investigations were carried out at the northern

Tarim Basin in Xinjiang Province of China, where the

Tarim River, mainly replenished from melt water of the

Pamir and Tien Shan ridges, borders the Taklamakan

desert. The area has a strong continental climate (mean

temperature in January and July -9 and ?25�C, respec-

tively), and annual precipitation stays below 50 mm (Liu

1997). Our two study sites are situated in the western part

of the Huyanglin Nature Reserve (near the settlements

Iminqak at 41�130N, 84�220E, and Yengi Bazar at 41�100N,

84�130E, Fig. 1). Near Iminqak, the Tarim River changed

its course many times within the past decades (Thevs et al.

2008b), producing all stages of forest recruitment and
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degradation within short distances. At a transect of

approximately 3 km length perpendicular to the inner slope

of a river meander (near plot T3, Table 1), all stages of

recruitment have been investigated. Ground water depth

(GD) was recorded by drilling (see, Thevs et al. 2008b).

The second area, still situated within the boundaries of the

reserve, lies about 25 km away, near the Yengi Bazar

settlement, where the new desert highway crosses the Ta-

rim main river. At both sides, P. euphratica forms mono-

specific forests. River banks are flooded once a year

(August to September) by the melt water run-off of the

Tarim, whereas the river often ceases to flow from mid-

winter to early summer, leaving only isolated water pools

on the deeper parts of its course.

Field experiments

At the transect Tarim 1 described in detail in Thevs et al.

(2008a), the exact positions of 546 trees in front of the

furthermost germination row (plot T13) as seen from the

river were recorded in spring 2007. Tree positions, diam-

eter at breast height (if appropriate by the size of a tree),

and sex (for flowering trees) were recorded, using a dif-

ferential GPS (Trimble R3, precision in floating mode

0.1 m). At this place, the furthermost germination row (plot

T13) is very pronounced and runs almost 1 km parallel to

the river, which can be seen even at a Quickbird satellite

image purchased by us (published in Google Earth, taken

June 15, 2005, resolution 0.6 m). This germination row

served as a baseline for the distance measurements of

putative root suckers in front of the row, where the distance

of another 394 trees (plot T12) from this baseline was

measured.

In 2006 and 2007 a total of 296 trees between 1 and 15-

years-age were unearthed to observe rooting patterns in

dependence from age (Table 1). Age determination of trees

was carried out with a 5 mm tree corer (Suunto Inc.). Cores

were stained with chalk to enhance the visibility of growth

rings and counted with a weak dissecting microscope (see,

Westermann et al. 2008 for details). Morphological anal-

yses were carried out in plots T2 (n = 27), T10 (n = 55),

and T11 (n = 146). Root suckers were carefully excavated,

and the diameter of the proximal (root coming from the

parent tree) and distal (leading away from the root sucker)

root of a spacer as well as its diameter at shoot base was

measured with a caliper. The angles between the trunk

(thought as growing straight vertical) and both the proxi-

mal and the distal parts of the root were determined as well,

using a simple goniometer. To get an idea of the preferred

direction of the spacers that developed suckers, their

direction was observed over about 1 m, using the DGPS

compass. As a last parameter we recorded the depth from

which a root sucker originated. Tree positions were map-

ped with a differential GPS (Trimble R3) for plots T12

(n = 394) and T13 (n = 546), and the latter plot was

sampled for molecular analysis. In July 2007, a time of

high water stress before ground water is replenished by the

annual flood of the Tarim River, a cutting experiment was

conducted in plots T2, T10, and T11 to elucidate the degree

of physiological integration between the parent tree and its

root sucker, depending on the age of the latter. Using a

snap cut, either the distal (n = 78) or the proximal root

(n = 79) of a root sucker was cut. Another 29 root suckers

were excavated but roots remained untouched to serve as

control. After 10 days the plots were controlled and all

dead trees were counted, which was easy to assess by their

dry, wrinkled, and brittle leaves. Cutting the shoots of the

root suckers at their base as well, finally their age was

determined by a direct count of the growth rings.

Microsatellite analysis

To assign root suckers to their parent trees from a germi-

nation row (plot T13, Fig. 3b), leaves from the 79 tallest

trees (maximum dbh 15 cm) growing parallel to the river in

a 27 m wide section were sampled. In addition, 82 putative

root suckers were sampled exhaustively in a 20 m by 20 m

area in front of this germination row. To ensure a sufficient

quantity of DNA, 10 leaves per tree were collected, air

dried and finally stored on silica gel. In the laboratory, the

leaves were homogenized in a Retsch� ball mill MM301,

grinding the leaf fragments with two 0.5 cm steel spheres.

Total DNA was extracted according to the manufacturers’

Fig. 1 Location of the two study sites Iminqak and Yengi Bazar

together with the stands examined to study root suckering patterns in

P. euphratica (compare with Table 1). The arrow indicates the

direction of the Tarim River
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protocol, using the Invisorb� Spin Food Kit II. DNA

concentration was determined with a spectrophotometer at

260 nm wave length (Biomate 3, Thermospectronic, USA)

using standard quartz cuvettes (Suprasil�, HELLMA) and

adjusted to 5 ng/ll with sterile ddH2O.

For genotyping, various microsatellite primers for

Populus were chosen from the literature (Tuskan et al.

2004) and from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(http://www.ornl.gov/sci/ipgc/ssr_resource.htm, accessed

March 2007) and screened for amplification in P. euphra-

tica. We finally applied two multiplex PCRs with 3 and 4

primer pairs to genotype a total of 161 trees. The PCR

reaction mixture contained 3.5 ng DNA, 19 PCR buffer

(Qiagen), 0.2 mM dNTP Mix (Fermentas), 0.3 U Taq

(Molzym), 0.4 mM BSA (New England Biolabs), and

primer concentrations according to Table 2. Primers were

characterized by using three stands of adult trees, where

both position and sex could be used to verify the genotype

assignment of trees (see Eusemann et al. 2009 for details).

All primers (set 1: ORPM 1031, ORPM 023, ORPM 030;

set 2: GCPM 3351, ORPM 1249, ORPM 016, ORPM 1261;

see, Table 2) were synthesized by Jena Bioscience (Jena) and

Biomers.net (Ulm). Amplification reactions were carried out

in an Eppendorf Mastercycler� with a total of 6 ll solution.

The starting denaturation step (94�C, 5 min) was followed by

30 cycles of 94�C for 30 s, 60–50�C (steps of two degrees

each lasting ten seconds) for 1 min, 72�C for 30 s, and a

singular extension of 60�C for 45 min.

For fragment analysis PCR-products were diluted 1:15

(set 1) and 1:12 (set 2). PCR-products were mixed with

8.92 ll HiDi� formamide (Applied Biosystems) and

0.08 ll Rox labeled size standard (500 bp). All samples

were denaturated at 95�C for 5 min. The resulting total

volume of 10 ll was analyzed on an ABI Prism� 310

capillary genetic analyzer following the manufacturer’s

standard protocols (Applied Biosystems). Visualization and

determination of peak locations was performed using

GenMapper software 3.7�.

Table 1 Exact locations and brief description of all investigation plots (coordinates given using the map date WGS 84)

Plot Description n Age (yrs) Coordinates

T1 Seedling band 15 1 41�1200700 N, 84�2205800 E

T2 Root suckers in front of a germination row 27 1–15 41�1201300 N, 84�2205600 E

T3 Young stand of seedlings 2 10–18 41�1201300 N, 84�2205700 E

T4 Middle-aged stand, seedlings and suckers 2 Max 29 41�1404000 N, 84�2605400 E

T5 Middle-aged stand, seedlings and suckers 1 77 41�1402400 N, 84�2706500 E

T6 Single tree group originated from seedlings 2 Max 149 41�2005500 N, 84�2405000 E

T7 Old stand, seedlings and suckers 1 80 41�1305200 N, 84�1202200 E

T8 Single tree, seedling 1 167 41�2004300 N, 84�2505900 E

T9 Spacers with root suckers 0 1 41�2101700 N, 84�2206000 E

T10 Root suckers in front of a germination row 55 1–8 41�1002800 N, 84�1302200 E

T11 Root suckers in front of a germination row 146 1–8 41�1201300 N, 84�2205400 E

T12 Root suckers in front of a germination row 0 1–8 41�1201300 N, 84�2205800 E

T13 Germination row with root suckers 3 ? 20 1–15 41�1201300 N, 84�2205400 E

T14 Seedling band 21 2 41�1202300 N, 84�2205900 E

The number of excavated trees and their approximate age (as range or maximum age determined from 5 to 10 samples) is given

Table 2 Features of primers adapted for microsatellite analysis of P. euphratica

Locus Forward primer

sequence (50–30)
Reverse primer

sequence (50–30)
Allele

number

Label Size

(bp)

Concentration

(lM)

ORPM 023 ATTCCATTTGGCAATCAAGG CCCTGAAAGTCACGTCTTCG 7 Tamra 197–211 0.16

ORPM 030 ATGTCCACACCCAGATGACA CCGGCTTCATTAAGAGTTGG 12 Hex 207–227 0.04

ORPM 1031 ATGTTTCGTATTTGGAATGG GGCTTGGACTAGAGATGATG 6 Fam 113–122 0.04

ORPM 016 GCAGAAACCACTGCTAGATGC GCTTTGAGGAGGTGTGAGGA 4 Tamra 217–226 0.25

ORPM 1249 ACCTAAGGGTTGGAAGGTAG CCCAAATGAAAAACAAAAGA 8 Tamra 113–117 0.20

ORPM 1261 TGCAGTTCTCCATGAACATA GAAGTTTTTGACCTGCAGAC 4 Hex 123–129 0.05

GCPM 3351 AACCTCCAATACCAAGATCA TGAGAATAAATATTTCGGCAA 15 Fam 174–202 0.40

The first three and the four last primers were combined into sets 1 and 2 for the two multiplex PCR
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Results

Root architecture

Already visual examination of young excavated trees

allowed us to distinguish unambiguously between two

types of root growth patterns. Type I was characterized by

a vertical tap root which could never be excavated com-

pletely in older trees. All very young seedlings belonged to

this type, recognizable directly in nature by the scars of the

cotyledons, since these are the only leaves with an opposite

arrangement. A cohort of 15 first-year seedlings (plot T1),

carefully excavated in 2006 as long as we could follow the

tap root, had an average shoot length of 8.1 ± 3.9 cm but a

tap root of 47.9 ± 28.6 cm length. In this cohort the lon-

gest tap root measured 119 cm. A second cohort of 21

excavated second-year seedlings excavated in 2007 (plot

T14) had an average shoot of 7.6 ± 1.3 cm and a tap root

of 41.7 ± 3.5 cm length. Exceptionally only the tap roots

of seedlings die in anoxic soils with a high proportion of

silt; such plants grow one or more lateral roots. Older trees

of this type develop a system of radiating spacers branch-

ing from the tap root, and these roots were frequently

observed to form root suckers.

Trees of type II represented root suckers, which was

easy to observe in young stages. However, also old trees

of this type could be clearly identified by their reverse

‘‘T’’-like root system: growing from almost horizontally

stretching lateral roots of older trees, these trees never

developed a tap root but had two apparent side roots

arranged virtually in all cases in an angle of 180� to each

other. These apparent side roots are the roots, where a root

sucker emerges. The proximal part of this root connects the

new root sucker with its parent tree. It grows nearly hori-

zontal (Fig. 2a) although some roots are slightly oriented

upward (mean angle between proximal root and a vertical

lot 103.5� ± 23.9�, n = 221). Although most often

stretching horizontal as well, the distal part of the root is

often slightly downward oriented (mean 95.9� ± 18.9�,

n = 226). It was never observed that a root sucker devel-

ops a new tap root near its origin; nor were tap roots found

to emerge from horizontal spacers. Instead, the end of the

distal parts of the roots often branched laterally and showed

active growth (as indicated by bunches of thin roots cov-

ered by root hairs).

Most root suckers originate from the thin ends of

spacers; the diameter of the proximal root for 28 first-year

suckers from three plots (T2, T10, and T11) was

0.47 ± 0.34 cm. With the growth of a root sucker, the

distal part of a spacer becomes thicker very soon than the

proximal part. Within 221 suckers aging 1 to 15 years,

the difference in mean diameter (1.3 ± 0.8 cm vs.

0.8 ± 0.5 cm) was statistically significant (P \ 0.01). A

linear regression, including 228 root suckers aging 1 to

15 years, resulted in a ratio distal to proximal root diameter

of 1.58 (R2 = 0.904) for all excavated trees. The difference

in diameter between the two parts of a suckering spacer

enabled us to reconstruct its direction of growth. Most

spacers bearing suckers (n = 200) from the plot T11

(Fig. 2b) stretched toward the river as the source of ground

Fig. 2 a Angle between a vertical lot and the proximal root (coming

from the parent tree, n = 221) and between the lot and the distal root

(leading away from the root sucker) for 226 excavated root suckers

between 1 and 15-years-age from plot T11 in classes of 10�. b Orientation

of spacers growing in front, a west–north–west to east–south–east

stretching germination row of older trees (plot T11, n = 200) parallel to

the Tarim River
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water, although less roots (14.5%) expanded directly south,

compared with roots directed south east (24.5%), or south

west (28.5%).

The depth, where root suckers emerged varied signifi-

cantly between the sites and age classes. Young suckers

between 1 and 8 years from plot T11 grew at 14.4 ± 6.0 cm

depth (n = 146), suckers of plot T10 between 1 and 6 years

emerged at 8.9 ± 2.7 cm depth (n = 55), whereas up to

15-years-old suckers of plot T2 originated at 39.1 ±

19.0 cm depth (n = 27). Closest to the surface emerged

first-year old suckers of the plots T10 and T11 (11.4 ±

5.2 cm, n = 28).

Distances bridged by root suckers

Figure 3a and b show a section of a germination row (T13)

with a field of root suckers in front of it. This germination

row appeared as a dense thicket of trees up to 15 cm dbh

(Fig. 3b). The eight largest trees were cored and their age

was determined to be between 11 and 15 years. Three

excavated trees from the germination row (upper part of the

figure) were found to belong to type I (well developed tap

root), whereas all excavated trees of the putative root

sucker field in front of this row (lower part of the figure)

were found to belong to type II (no tap root but two

apparent side roots). The inset (Fig. 3c) shows the orien-

tation of these roots in a 4 by 5 m sector completely

excavated up to 30 cm depth. All putative root suckers were

\1 m tall, and their dbh never exceeded 2.5 cm. In three

cases, a spacer bears two root suckers.

At the plot T13 and a neighbored section (T12) of the

germination row pictured in Fig. 3 the distance of all

putative root suckers from a baseline defined as the middle

of the germination row was measured. The resulting his-

togram shows most of the root suckers to emerge between

15 and 20 m distance (Fig. 4), with outermost suckers

(ascertained by excavation to show the reverse ‘‘T’’ root

pattern) formed at a distance of 39.9 m. In T13 (Fig. 3b),

the peak of the root sucker distances occur even at a

slightly larger distances from the germination row

(between 20 and 25 m), with the foremost trees found

about 35 m away.

Cutting experiment

A total of 186 suckers of the plots T10 and T11, all

between 30 and 100 cm height, were included in the cut-

ting experiment. Out of 79 suckers with their proximal root

(connecting a sucker with its parent tree) cut off, 29

(36.7%) were found dead within 10 days. Within the

same time period, 10 out of 78 suckers with the distal root

cut (12.8%) also died. Using a Chi-square test, the

null hypothesis assuming 100% survival was rejected

(P \ 0.05) for the cohort of root suckers with its proximal

Fig. 3 a Section from the river-parallel plot T13 (60 by 27 m, lower

edge at 0280492 East and 4564630 North, UTM 45T, the Tarim River

lies at ca. 160 m distance from the southern end of the plot) with a

germination row of 11–15-years-old trees in the upper half and root

suckers (lower half). The lines indicate root suckers successfully

assigned to their parent trees by microsatellite genotyping. Filled
circles indicate trees sampled for molecular analysis. b The same

section plotted with circles indicating dbh values; the largest tree

measures 15 cm. Filled circles represent flowering trees: dark-gray
stands for female trees, one light-gray filled circle represents a male

tree. Hair crosses indicate positions of root suckers (all trees below

670 North) not grown up to breast height. c Excavation of a subplot

(4 m by 5 m, position indicated by brackets) revealed all root suckers

to grow on spacers originating from the germination row shown under

a and b
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roots cut off but adopted for the cohort of suckers dis-

connected from its distal root. However, in both cases a fit

of percent survival versus age gave significant results with

a linear model. For root suckers separated from the prox-

imal root, survival decreases by 7.6% per year

(R2 = 0.736), for those disconnected from its distal root

2.9% per year (R2 = 0.627). From a third cohort of 29

excavated suckers we unearthed but did not disconnect the

roots, only two trees (6.9%, 2 and 4-years-old) died in spite

of unearthed but only marginally injured roots. Figure 5

shows survival of root suckers depending on age and

treatment. Throughout all age classes, mortality was larger

for suckers disconnected from the parent tree than for those

disconnected from the distal root, but this effect becomes

less pronounced with increasing age of the root sucker and

is significant only for root suckers disconnected from the

parent tree.

Microsatellite analysis

From the germination row of plot T13 (279 trees mapped,

mean dbh 4.2 ± 2.7 cm) the 79 tallest trees (mean dbh

7.0 ± 2.5 cm) were sampled for molecular analysis and

compared with a second sample of 82 root suckers (from

267 mapped suckers, mean diameter at base 0.8 ± 0.4 cm),

mainly taken from a 20 by 20 m area in the center of the

plot (Fig. 3a). Except for two trees with trunks growing

20 cm away (probably one multi stemmed tree), all 79

putative parent trees from the germination row belonged to

different genotypes. Among the total of 161 investigated

trees 12 clones comprising at least two trees, including a

total of 41 trees, were detected. No parent tree was found

for four of these clones (one including nine, three others

each two root suckers). The remaining 8 clones belonged to

8 parent trees with a mean dbh of 7.7 ± 2.6 cm and

included between one and five root suckers, sometimes

with two of them arranged like a chain, suggesting a

common spacer root. As a result, 8 out of 79 putative

parents (10.1%) were found with root suckers, and 17 out

of 82 investigated root suckers (19.5%) could be success-

fully assigned to a parent tree. For those 17 connections,

the mean distance between parent tree and root sucker was

22.9 ± 6.8 m (minimum distance 12.7 m, maximum dis-

tance 33.2 m).

Discussion

Root architecture

The so-called Tugai forests along the Tarim River are

gallery forests, growing mainly from river-parallel germi-

nation rows of seedlings. During the years the trees grow

but the rows persist and eventually grow to mature trees, if

not out competed by self-thinning. Since the river moves

further by cutting off material from the cut slope and

sedimenting it on the opposite riverbank, in oxbows these

rows can be found in more or less regular distances (Thevs

et al. 2008b). The germination row investigated by us

(Fig. 3) stretches over almost 1 km at a nearly straight

section of the Tarim River (compare Fig. 1 and vegetation

profile in Thevs et al. 2008a). Both excavation of trees and

the unique genotype of each analyzed tree confirmed that

trees from germination rows originated from seedlings. All

Fig. 4 Histogram of the distances of 394 (plot T12, black bars) and

267 (plot T13, gray bars) root suckers from the front of their

germination row in classes of 5 m. All root suckers in front of the

germination row were mapped for a 20 and 27-m wide section,

respectively. For plot T13, the line from which distances to root

suckers were measured is given by the UTM north coordinates 679

(left margin) and 675 (right margin) in Fig. 3a

Fig. 5 Survival of root suckers disconnected from their distal (black
bars) or their proximal root (gray bars), depending on age. Shown are

percent survival with numbers of trees per treatment and age class

indicated
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investigated trees from such germination rows developed

long, vertical roots to keep up with the declining ground

water. Under these circumstances it is easy to explain

that already first-year old seedlings have most resources

allocated in their tap roots. We found seedlings with

roots exceeding 1 m length at the end of their first year.

Weisgerber (1994) reported 6–8 cm tall first-year-old

seedlings with a root length of 20 cm. As found in exca-

vations of older trees from another germination row (plot

T3), trees develop later radiating horizontal roots (herein

called spacers) from the tap root. This pattern of branching

was called type I.

In contrast to trees with the tap root branching pattern

(type I), we found in our plots numerous trees, old and

young, with the typical reverse ‘‘T’’ root architecture (type

II). By excavating smaller trees with this branching pattern

(plot T9) we could exceptionally track the roots back to a

parental tree, thus confirming that trees with this archi-

tecture develop as root suckers on spacers of type I trees.

The ultimate proof was obtained via molecular analyses,

showing the genetic identity of some of these type II trees

with a much taller parent tree of type I root architecture in

plot T13. Even in older stands (plot T5) it was easy to

distinguish between the two types of trees, since it was

never observed that a root sucker grew a new tap root at or

near (±0.5 m) its origin.

According to our observations, horizontal spacers give

rise to root suckers especially when injured or coming close

to the surface (e.g., in depressions where the sand is blown

out, or in channels created during floods). The angle of

about 180� between the two apparent side roots of a root

sucker can easily be explained by their origin from such a

spacer. Although a regular initiation of root buds within

the tissues of the major roots of a parent tree is possible

(Peterson 1975), suckers in P. euphratica seem more likely

to be initiated at points, where a spacer grows toward the

soil surface, but bends down again. This is indicated by the

mean angles of the proximal (103�) and distal root (96�) in

relation to a trunk thought as growing upright (Fig. 2a).

Numerous factors triggering root suckering are given in the

literature. Beside injuries of the trunks of parent trees, like

cutting of branches, decapitation, windbreak, fire or defo-

liation by insects or grazing animals, Gavin and Peart

(1999) mention soil disturbances and even floods as possi-

ble factors. We frequently observed whole fields of root

suckers in excavations made in poplar stands (e.g., to obtain

material for road construction), where roots were exposed to

light or came close to the surface. In addition, roots exposed

at cut slopes of the river show frequent root suckering at the

cutting point (plot T9). We found in our excavations almost

no first-year root suckers below 30 cm depth. At one hand,

this will avoid a failure of the newly growing shoot caused

by a long way to the surface and will save resources. At the

other hand, it places the rooting point of the new tree close

to the surface, making these trees more vulnerable than

generatively grown trees possessing a tap root. We thus

conclude that root suckering will be inhibited in roots

running deeper than 0.5 m. Another factor responsible for

root sucker initiation may be levels of phytohormones, with

concentrations of these hormones changing over long dis-

tances. This could explain that root suckers usually grow in

some distance to their parent tree (Fig. 3). Peterson (1975)

and Banno et al. (2001) pointed out that auxin acts as an

inhibitor, but low auxin to cytokinin ratios promote root bud

initiation. However, due to sedimentation processes caused

by high floods, older root suckers may be found in deeper

soil layers as well. This is the most likely explanation for the

fact that we found a weak correlation of root sucker depth

with age. Populus fremontii S. Watson, a poplar growing in

riparian habitats in the south-western United States, shows

even a higher fitness when soil is deposited by sedimenta-

tion (Levine and Stromberg 2001). With each flood bringing

a new load of sediment, root suckers have to keep up with

raising soil levels. As frequently seen in plot T2, trunks

of already established suckers branched one or two times

below ground, indicating later soil overcast. These suckers

can survive only if one or a few branches were not buried

by the new sediment load (personal observations, Wiehle).

However, the measured depths of first-year old suckers

correspond well with results for P. tremuloides, where

root suckers originated in 6–8 cm depth (Kemperman

1978).

Due to the enhancement of the distal root of a growing

root sucker (see below), the direction of its spacer root can

be already determined easily by a partial excavation.

Spacers of generatively grown trees of the germination row

in plot T13 were observed to grow mostly toward the

Tarim River. However, about one-fifth of all spacers (21%,

Fig. 2b) grew toward the hinterland. This type of clonal

growth, first observed on grasses (Poaceae) is known as

‘guerilla’-type spreading laterally to access new sources of

nutrients and light. We assume furthermore that for

Euphrates poplar spacer root growth depends on water

availability, because water levels on both sides of the Ta-

rim River decrease quickly with increasing distance (Thevs

et al. 2008b).

Distances bridged by root suckers

Distance measurements of root suckers originating from

germination rows, and also the direct assignment of root

suckers to parent trees via genotyping showed that already

fairly young trees can bridge distances of up to 40 m with

root suckers (Figs. 3, 4). The results of our molecular

analyses (maximum distance between a root sucker and a

parent tree 33.2 m) correspond surprisingly well with
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maximum distances given as 31.7 m for P. tremuloides

(Buell and Buell 1959) and 20 m observed in P. tremula by

Bärring (1988). Thus, even at an age below 15 years ger-

mination rows start to develop into a contiguous forest. As

shown by our measurements, an optimum distance for

newly emerging root suckers seems to exist for the ger-

mination rows of plots T12 and T13; and a similar pattern

was frequently observed along the Tarim River. With most

root suckers originating between 15 and 30 cm depth, but

the relief decreasing toward the river, we assume that root

buds can develop successfully only if the spacers come

relatively close to the soil surface.

As shown by the total excavation of a 4 by 5 m section

near plot T13, rows of root suckers can develop along a

spacer. In addition, one of the clones detected via geno-

typing (Fig. 3a) seems to include a chain of root suckers.

In a similar way, secondary root suckering from a grown-

up sucker developing its own spacers may occur now.

This can lead to clonal ‘‘chains’’ and should be respon-

sible for the large extent of some clones in P. euphratica,

where clones stretching over 200 m were reported by

Bruelheide et al. (2004) from the Qira oasis at the

southern fringe of the Taklamakan desert, and also found

by us in ongoing investigations for stands along the Tarim

River.

Cutting experiment

In clonal plants, newly emerging ramets maintain physio-

logical connections to their parental shoots at least until the

point they develop some foliage. Already Pitelka and

Ashmun (1985) recommend cutting experiments to evalu-

ate the importance of these connections. The dependence

of young suckers on their parent trees could be shown by

the cutting experiment. The mortality of first-year trees was

three times higher when disconnected from the parent tree

in comparison to being disconnected from its distal root

(Fig. 5). The key to understand these dependences is the

different fate of the two parts of a spacer with an emerging

root sucker. In P. euphratica, suckering takes place at the

outermost ends of a spacer most often, which again cor-

responds with measurements of Kemperman (1978) on

P. tremuloides, who found 80 to 85% of all suckers orig-

inating from spacers with diameter below 1.5 cm. A sig-

nificantly differing diameter of proximal and distal roots of

a root sucker is a widely known phenomenon. For root

suckers of aspen (P. tremuloides), the enlargement of distal

roots was described and pictured by Zahner and DeByle

(1965) and Barnes (1966) and can be explained by the

source-sink principle of phloem transportation (Marshall

1990). Growing meristems in root and shoot tips are the

strongest sinks for carbohydrates (Callaghan et al. 1992).

The direction of phloem transportation is maintained in a

spacer, where a root sucker originates. Therefore, only the

distal root benefits from assimilates of the developing root

sucker, leading to its enhanced secondary growth. This was

also observed for root suckers arranged in chains, indicat-

ing that the resources for enhanced growth of the distal root

stem indeed from assimilates of the root sucker. For water

supply, transpiration is the most important force that helps

to maintain a xylem water stream. Thus, the developing

root sucker can make use of the water provided by its distal

root, but can use water from the proximal root only if its

water potential exceeds that of its parent tree. Conse-

quently, most investigations of xylem and/or phloem

transportation found unidirectional transportation. How-

ever, Price et al. (1992) pointed out a low basipetal flow of

phloem in Glechoma hederacea L. and Quereshi and

Spanner (1971) even showed a reversion of xylem flow in

Saxifraga sarmentosa L. fil. stolons. A reversion of xylem

transportation is indicated by the lower mortality of root

suckers disconnected from their distal root in comparison

to those suckers disconnected from their parent tree.

Although root suckers exceeding 5 years in age seem to be

able to survive independently, in cases of emergency (distal

root cut) water can still be drawn from the parent tree.

Summarizing these thoughts, we can assume that the

parental support for a growing sucker is mostly an indirect

one: the sucker monopolizes the distal part of the root,

where it originates from, and provides it with its own

assimilates. Eventually, the distal root grows long enough

to tap the ground water, thus making the sucker indepen-

dent from its parent tree. This ‘‘occupation’’ of the distal

part of the root by the growing root sucker and the sacrifice

or eventual death of its proximal part was already described

by Kormanic and Brown (1967) for sweetgum (Liquid-

ambar styraciflua L.). A long lasting support of the young

sucker by its parent or sibling tree increases its chance of

survival to maturity (Landa et al. 1992). A natural case was

observed at the plot T6, where a sucker emerged from a

root with a decayed distal part. This coincides with

observations of DeByle (1964) in Populus grandidentata

who found spacers that remain alive and functioning at

least for 40 years. We thus have to assume that in cases of

emergency the direction of xylem flow can be reversed.

Due to its different character requiring living cells, this

seems less likely for phloem transportation, and indeed we

did not observe a single case of a root sucker with a

proximal root thicker than the distal one, even if the distal

root was weak or decayed. Instead, such suckers grew new

roots, mostly in the direction of the distal root.

Microsatellite analysis

For economic reasons, only the 79 strongest out of 272

possible parent trees mapped in a 27-m wide section of the
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germination row at plot T13 were analyzed (about 29% of

all putative parent trees). Thus, our analysis was not

exhaustive, but sufficient to demonstrate patterns of clonal

growth in germination rows of P. euphratica. Furthermore,

it indicates a positive correlation between the diameter of a

parent tree and its root suckering activity. With 272 puta-

tive parents and 267 root suckers mapped in plot T13, one

tree should have about one root sucker on average; whereas

our investigation, focusing on the tallest putative parents,

detected 8 trees with a mean of two suckers per tree. Strong

trees can support several root suckers simultaneously. In

addition, four clones entirely consisting of root suckers

were found, which most likely belong to parent trees that

were not sampled or died already due to self-thinning

effects in the germination row.

As applied by us, possible errors of the microsatellite

technique may mostly cause failures to detect a connection

between a parent tree and its root sucker (Eusemann et al.

2009). Since we detected only one case of two genetically

identical parent trees (and these were two trees growing in

20 cm distance, most likely being one multi stemmed

tree), we assume that our primers were sufficient to dif-

ferentiate between genotypes. One possible cause of error

leading to segregation of clones in genotyping analyses

occurs through somatic mutations in apical meristems.

The possibility of somatic mutations in perennial shrubs

and trees is higher than in annuals (Klekowski 1997). A

high instability of microsatellite loci in Robinia pseudo-

acacia observed by Lian et al. (2004) gives reason to

interpret microsatellite genotyping especially of woody

plants with caution. In our case, all these errors should, if

occurring, diminish the number of successfully established

connections between a parent tree and a root sucker, but

will not result in erroneous connections of independent

trees.

Conclusion

Summarizing, our study demonstrated that for Populus

euphratica root suckers (i) can clearly be distinguished

from generatively grown trees by their reverse ‘‘T’’ root

architecture, (ii) grow from outermost thin ends of spacers

of already 11–15-year-old trees in 10–40 cm depth but up

to 40 m distance from the parent tree, and (iii) depend at

least for the first 5 years to a high degree on it. If short of

water, we found evidence that in root suckers the direction

of xylem flow can be reversed, but this seems unlikely to

occur for phloem transportation. Therefore, assimilates of

root suckers are invested only in the distal root.

Root suckering seems an effective strategy to close gaps

between germination rows along the Tarim River, thus

leading to contiguous forests. However, due to self-thinning

within a germination row, and the multiplication of trees

successfully growing root suckers, the genotypic diversity of

such a forest should decrease with increasing age.

Surprisingly, root suckers were never seen to develop a

secondary tap root. We thus conclude that under water

stress the mortality of trees grown from root suckers should

be higher than for trees grown from seedlings. Neverthe-

less, in the extremely harsh habitat of P. euphratica, root

suckering is a highly successful strategy to overcome the

limited spatial and temporal gaps for seed germination and

extend stands along the river.
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Abstract 

 

To investigate the influence of landscape genesis on genetic diversity and clonal growth 

patterns of Populus euphratica forests along the Tarim river system (Xinjiang Prov., China), 

we genotyped seven old stands in three study areas of various distance to the main river. 

Using eight microsatellite loci, 563 genotypes were found among 1014 analyzed trees, with 

139 of these comprising at least two trees. Population genetic analyses revealed a low degree 

of genetic differentiation (FST=0.055) and no constriction to gene flow. The forests are 

therefore best described by the infinite island model of gene flow. Between study areas, 

clonality (expressed as relation of genotypes to trees) varied from 0.30 to 0.97. By measuring 

current ground water depth and reconstruction of river courses over more than one century, 

the varying ground water supply was identified as the main reason for the different degree of 

clonal growth. Comparison of the vitality of living trees between clonal and non-clonal stands, 

and the analysis of size class differences in living and dead trees provide strong evidence for 

an advantage of seedlings over saplings regarding both vitality and mortality. Clonal 

propagation does not contribute to higher final stand densities or long term stand survival. In 

the harsh environments inhabited by P. euphratica, the most important functions of clonal 

growth may be the ability to recover from mechanical damage and an enhanced reproductive 

impact of a genetic individual. 
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Introduction 

 

In woody plants, clonality is often associated with harsh, resource-poor, or disturbed habitats. 

Here it is assumed to be an effective strategy to overcome environmental limitations by 

enhanced exploitation of resources or the ability to regenerate from damage (Peterson and 

Jones 1997). The active zone of riparian lowlands with the frequent turnover of the floodplain 

area through river migration and meandering present such a highly dynamic and frequently 

disturbed habitat (Amoros & Bornette 2002, Hughes 1997, Ward et al. 2002). 

A lot of research has been directed at questions of succession and stand development of 

riparian forests in reaction to river dynamics (Dykaar and Wigington 2000, Friedman and Lee 

2002, Kupfer and Malanson 1993, Robertson 2006, van Pelt et al. 2006, and others). The 

genetic structure within populations of both clonal and non-clonal forest trees in riparian 

environments also attracted a lot of attention (Arens et al. 1998, Cole 2005 and references 

therein, Comtois et al. 1986, Douhovnikoff et al. 2004, and others). However, only few 

studies so far address the question of clonal growth patterns and the genetic structure of 

populations in dependence of landscape genesis (Barsoum 2002, Barsoum et al. 2004). In 

contrast to non-clonal species, spatial and genetic population structure of clonally propagating 



plants is not only acted upon by self thinning and succession, but also by the amount of clonal 

growth and therefore becomes more complex. 

Using a set of eight SSR primers, we studied the effects of river movement and ground water 

table decline on forest development and clonal growth patterns in Populus euphratica Oliv. 

(Euphrates poplar) in north-western China. P. euphratica inhabits riparian ecosystems in arid 

regions from Morocco over North Africa to Central Asia, China, and India. The largest forests 

can be found along the Tarim River in China (Wang et al. 1996), where they are called Tugai 

forests. This poplar is a typical pioneer species. Seeds are released in late summer, 

synchronized with the annual high flood, and germinate only on wet and exposed sites like 

newly created river banks. Seedlings first develop long taproots to keep track with the 

declining ground water. Clonal growth via root suckering sets in when the plants reach an age 

of 11–15 years and root suckers bridge distances up to 40 m (Wiehle et al. 2009). As an 

obligate phreatophyte the plants need constant access to ground water. Stands die off when 

ground water drops below 10–13 m (Thevs 2005). Despite being a pioneer species, P. 

euphratica is never replaced by later successional species throughout its entire life cycle 

(Thevs et al. 2008a); the stands remain monospecific. Being a keystone species, Euphrates 

poplar forests are of vast importance for plant and animal life and constitute a major natural 

resource for the local human population and provide environmental benefits such as landscape 

preservation, wind protection, and stabilization of moving sand, soil, and riverbanks. Forests 

are under high pressure through habitat destruction, logging, grazing, and diversion of water 

for irrigation (Thevs 2008b). In the Tarim basin alone, the total area of Tugai forests declined 

from 500,000 ha in 1958 to 200,000 ha in 1978 (Wang et al. 1996). Furthermore, dams and 

revetments prevent natural river dynamics along major parts of the Tarim River, thereby 

restricting generative reproduction of P. euphratica to its middle reaches (Thevs et al. 2008b). 

For these reasons, the Tugai forests along the Tarim River are classified as critically 

endangered (Wang et al. 1996, Treshkin 2001). 

The opportunity to study stand development throughout the complete life cycle of a species 

unaffected by replacement and interspecies competition makes Euphrates poplar an ideal 

study object to address questions of population development. Our study aims to answer three 

questions: 1. Are recruitment events in neighbouring stands independent from one another or 

dependent on the distance and location of neighbouring populations, i.e. are the extensive P. 

euphratica forests in the area best described by the infinite island or the stepping-stone model 

of gene-flow (Slatkin 1985)? 2. Does landscape genesis influence development and genetic 

structure of stands, and which are the underlying abiotic factors? 3. What is the importance of 

clonal growth for long-term stand development and survival? 

 

 

Material and Methods 

 

Study area and stand mapping 

At the northern fringe of the Taklimakan desert in north-western China (Xinjiang Province) 

seven old-growth stands of P. euphratica were completely mapped. A comprehensive 

overview of the study region is given in Thevs et al. (2008b). In three areas along the Tarim 

River and the Qayan River, a tributary to the Tarim, we established seven plots with an area 

between 1.1 and 58 ha (mean = 11.4 ha). The number of trees per plot ranged from 284 to 815 

(mean = 505, Tab. 1). Care was taken to choose only homogeneous stands, i.e. stands that did 

not show excessive logging or destruction through construction or agriculture. 

All standing, dead and living trees and saplings reaching at least breast height were mapped 

with a differential GPS (Trimble R3) and a horizontal precision of 0.1–0.3 m during flowering 

time (end of March to beginning of April) in the years 2005 to 2009. For all standing trees 

(dead and alive), diameter at breast height (dbh) was recorded; all flowering trees were sexed. 



To estimate stand vitality, we classified each tree according to a six-part vitality scale: (1) 

very vital tree, at least 75 % of crown volume with foliage, foliage dense; (2)  vital tree, 50 to 

75 % of crown volume alive, if above 75%, foliage scattered; (3) subvital, crown mostly with 

dead branches, less than 50 % of the volume with leaves; (4) less vital: less than a quarter of 

the crown alive, trunk partially dead; (5) dying: dead trunk, whole crown without leaves, only 

trunk sprout alive; (6) tree completely dead. 

Ground water depth (GD) was recorded with a machine driven soil borer during base flow in 

July 2004 for the areas nearest to and farthest from the current Tarim main river bed. The 

closed capillary fringe above the ground water table was defined as ground water depth. Tree 

cores were taken from 10 medium and large sized trees with a Haglöfs tree borer (Haglöfs 

Inc.) in each stand. 

 

Genotyping 

To reduce the amount and cost of laboratory work, we chose the grid-based approach 

proposed by Suzuki et al. (2004) designed to reveal a maximum number of genets for a 

partially sampled stand. For each plot, we analyzed between 133 and 158 trees (on average 

44% of all mapped trees in the stand), amounting to a total of 1014 genotyped trees. In the 

field, leaf samples of all living trees were collected, air dried, and finally stored on silica. 

DNA was isolated using the Invisorb Spin Food Kit II (Invitek) following the manufacturer’s 

protocol with the following modifications. 150 mg dried plant material was ground using a 

Retsch mill MM301. For lysis of the material 800 µL CTAB-Buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 1400 

mM NaCl, 250 mM EDTA, 2% CTAB, 2 % PVP, pH 8.0) was used. 

A set of eight microsatellite primers was used for genotyping. Primer sequences and 

characteristics, PCR conditions and fragment analysis procedure are given in Eusemann et al. 

(2009). Clones were delineated by comparison of multilocus genotypes (MLGs). MLGs that 

differed in one allele were counted as belonging to one clone. Comparison with context 

information (tree sex and position) and simulation studies proved this approach to reflect the 

real conditions better than counting exact matches only (Schnittler and Eusemann, submitted). 

Similar procedures are also employed in other microsatellite studies as well (Barsoum et al. 

2004, De Woody et al. 2009). 

 

Data analysis 

As genetic diversity measures we first used the number of clones (MLGs including at least 

two trees) and singletons as well as the clonal diversity R calculated as (G-1)/(N-1) with G as 

the number of genotypes found and N the number of sampled trees (Dorken and Eckert 2001). 

Furthermore we calculated Shannon Diversity (Shannon 1948), the evenness index Evar 

(Smith and Wilson 1996) and Simpson’s dominance index, corrected for finite sample sizes, 

as well as the slope of the Pareto distribution, a combined measure for genetic richness and 

evenness in a clonal plant population (Arnaud-Haond et al. 2007). 

To examine intrapopulation genetic diversity, the mean number of alleles per locus, expected 

heterozygosity and allelic richness were computed with FStat V 2.9.3.2 (Goudet 1995). As a 

first indication about the possible importance of the river as a vector of unidirectional gene-

flow via seed transportation (Nilsson et al. 1991), these measures were tested for correlation 

with a population’s location along the river in downstream direction. The data were first 

tested for normal distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and then tested for 

correlation with Pearson’s product-moment correlation as implemented in R 2.5.1 (R 

Development Core Team, 2007). 

Global and pairwise FST, isolation by distance, and frequency of private alleles were 

calculated to assess genetic similarity between populations (Genepop 4.0, Rousset 2008). The 

significance of differentiation between population pairs was estimated using FStat. Pairwise 

FST and distance were tested for normal distribution with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and 



then tested for correlation using Pearson’s product-moment correlation (R 2.5.1). For all 

stands, stand density and proportion of clonal growth, as well as clone size and proportion of 

flowering trees were tested for correlation the same way to test possible impacts of clonality 

on stand structure and reproductive fitness. 

In area III, the dbh of living and dead trees was compared. First, both samples were tested for 

normal distribution with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Both groups were then compared 

using the Welch two sample t-test (R 2.5.1). The same procedure was applied to compare the 

vitality of living trees between the clonal areas I and II with the non-clonal area III. 

River movements in the three investigated areas were reconstructed from the map drawn by 

Hedin (1905), satellite images covering the years 1973 (Landsat MSS, path 155, row 31, 

1973/10/10), 1999 (Landsat ETM, path 144, row 31, 1999/09/22), 2005 (Landsat ETM, path 

144, row 31, 2005/08/21), and personal observations in the field. Reconstructions were 

carried out using the software ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI Inc.). 

 

 

Results 

 

For the seven genotyped stands in three study areas, a total of 2300 trees were mapped (1879 

of these were alive) covering a total area of 80 hectares. The 1014 analyzed trees were 

assigned to 563 multilocus genotypes (MLG) genotypes (Table 1), with 139 of these 

recognized as clones comprising a total of 589 trees. Within a stand, all clones were 

composed of trees of equal sex. Four trees that seemed to produce clones of mixed sex 

reported by Eusemann et al. (2009) were visited again and turned out to be falsely sexed the 

first time. Between the seven stands all MLGs were different, the single exception comprised 

two trees of the stands Ing 5 and Ing 6, being of opposite sex and 624 m away. Allowing one 

mismatch between genotypes for added five more cases of near-identity, three between the 

neighboured stands Ing5 and Ing6, and one each for Ing8/Ing9 and Ing8/Ing10, respectively. 

In all cases the two genotypes were separated by a distance exceeding 330 m. This is reflected 

by the low PID value for the whole study (1.81x10
-5

). Frequency of private alleles was 

calculated to be 0.015. No allele occurring in more than 10 genets was private for one of the 

stands. 

 

The extent of clonality differed considerably between the three study areas. Area I (stands Ing 

5, 6, 11, all situated within a radius of 0.6 km) showed the highest average clonality (R=0.31, 

142 genotypes belonging to 457 analyzed trees). Fig 2 shows all mapped trees of the stand 

Ing6, covering an area of 10 ha. Similar, although showing a less clonal structure, was area II 

(stands Ing 8, 9, 10 situated within a distance of 3.9 km (R=0.67, 268 genotypes in 399 

analyzed trees). A clearly different stand structure was seen in area III at the stand Yim B, 

which was virtually non-clonal (R= 0.97, only 4 clones with 9 trees found among 158 

analyzed trees). Fig 3 shows a section of 82.5 ha of this stand (trees were mapped in a much 

larger area covering 154 ha, see electronic supplement). 

 

The stands in the three areas differed also in their spatial structure: the forest in area I was 

relatively dense (mean density 56 living trees/ha), the mean vitality of all trees was calculated 

as 4.14, that of all living trees as 3.73. Between 54 and 77 % (mean 68%) per cent of these 

trees flowered, the mean dbh ranged between 40 and 55 (mean 46) cm. Similar was area II 

(mean density 127 trees/ha, mean vitality 4.23 for all, 3.91 for all living trees). However, only 

29–47 % (mean 39%) of these trees flowered, and the mean dbh was significantly lower (20–

35, mean 28 cm). Strikingly different was again area III with a density of more than one order 

of magnitude lower (5.67 trees/ha) and a vitality of 4.57 (all trees) and 3.64 (living trees only). 

Here, almost every tree (98%) flowered, and the trunks were 1.5-fold larger (mean dbh 78 



cm). In this area, the difference in dbh between living and dead trees was highly significant (P 

< 2.2x10
-16

). Tree vitality on basis of living trees differed significantly between areas I and II 

(combined data sets) and III (P = 0.001). The number of flowering trees in a clone was 

significantly correlated with clone size (P = 2.2x10
-16

), whereas the proportion of flowering 

trees and clone size were not correlated (P = 0.16). 

Clones were rather sharply delimited, and in spite of the fact that only every second tree was 

sampled, distances of a clone member to its nearest neighbour rarely exceeded 40 m, which 

was found to be the maximum distance bridged by root suckers (Wiehle et al. 2009). The only 

notable exception was the stand YimB, where in three of the four clones distances between 

nearest neighbours exceeded 80 m. 

 

The population genetic analysis revealed a low amount of population differentiation. The FST 

value over all populations was 0.055. FST values between pairs of populations (seven 

populations, 21 pairs) ranged from 0.006 to 0.124 (mean 0.052). Differentiation was 

significant between all pairs of populations (P < 0.001). The test for isolation by distance was 

weakly non-significant (P = 0.058). Differentiation and geographic distance between pairs of 

stands were not correlated (r = -0.368, P = 0.100). The results indicate that while the genetic 

composition differs even between close stands, this differentiation does not increase with 

increasing distance between populations. 

The tests for asymmetry of gene flow returned that correlations between distance along the 

river course in downstream direction and genetic diversity were neither significant for 

expected heterozygosity (r = 0.53, P > 0.22) or mean number of alleles per locus (r = 0.65, P 

> 0.12), nor for allelic richness (r = 0.63, P > 0.11). We therefore conclude that there is no 

evidence for asymmetrical gene flow. 

 

Tree coring did not result in any reliable estimates of age, since virtually all large trees turned 

out to be hollow. Crossdating was also not possible due to the lack of material in the field. 

Tree coring carried out by Westermann (2005) on P. euphratica in the same study area 

showed that the few solid trees with a dbh of more than 50 cm varied in age between 80 and 

207 years. The dbh of all trees aged 64 years ranged from 21 to 34.6 cm. In our stands, the 

mean dbh for the 10% quantile of the largest trees in the plots was calculated as 118 cm 

(n=94) for the first, 70 (n=77) for the second, and 166 cm (n=18, whole mapped stand 152 cm, 

n=51) for the third study area. Considering the results of Westermann (2005), even when 

taking the large variability into account, it seems safe to assume that all of these stands are 

more than 100 years old. 

 

The major rivers in the area changed their courses dramatically during the last century (Fig 4). 

In 1903, the areas I and II were situated between the Inchik River, known today as Tarim 

River, and a northern branch, which also provided water to the stand Yim B (Fig 4A). This 

northern branch fell dry later and in 1973 only the Tarim main river carried water. Areas I and 

II were still supplied with water by small side arms stretching north (Fig 4B). In 1999, the 

situation was substantially different for all plots, when both the Tarim River and its northern 

branch, the Qayan River carried water, thereby providing all three areas with fresh water (Fig 

4C). This picture did not change significantly in 2005. In this year, water flow in both rivers 

ceased during the dry season (pers. obs.). Measurements of ground water depth at base flow in 

2005 showed a GD of 6.60 m in the area of area I, and a GD of 9.30 m at area III during end 

of June to end of August. This period, shortly before the annual flood, marks the time of 

highest water stress. The annual water discharge of the main river, measured by the Tarim 

Watershed Bureau from 1957 to 2005 at Yengi Bazar, fluctuates highly between years (Fig 5) 

and depends on the amount of rain and snow melt draining into the basin from the 

surrounding mountains. In the last four decades, a significant amount of water was diverted 



for irrigation of cotton fields further upstream. The long-term tendency shows a slow decrease 

until 1992, followed by a slight recovery in the Nineties.  

 

 

Discussion 

 

The Salicaceae as the only entirely dioecious plant family, but with many woody species 

capable of clonal growth, are a good example for plants employing two reproductive 

strategies sharply contrasting in their consequences on the genetic diversity of a population. 

As is typical for pioneer species, wind-dispersed, lightweight, resource-poor and short-living 

seeds are usually produced in large amounts. In P. euphratica, seed release coincides with the 

annual floods, and seeds often germinate when carried away by the river, kept afloat by the 

hydrophobic seed hairs (pers. obs.). The extremely small seedlings (cotyledons are about 0.5 

mm long) survive only on moist ground, thus effectively limiting recruitment to riverbanks. 

 

The potentially high dispersal ability via wind-borne pollen and seeds was confirmed by the 

genetic analysis. The generally low FST values and the low frequency of private alleles reveal 

that the majority of total genetic diversity is distributed over all populations. Furthermore, the 

hypothesis of isolation by distance was rejected, and there is no correlation between 

differentiation and distance between pairs of populations. These results indicate that 

geographic distance does not influence the similarity between populations. Genetic diversity 

does not increase in downstream river direction, which argues against unidirectional 

downstream dispersal as it might be expected in plants with a hydrochorous dispersal 

component (Imbert & Lefèvre 2003). Based on these results we conclude that, on the 

geographic scale investigated in this study, there are no barriers to gene flow and the P. 

euphratica forests form one large panmictic metapopulation. In this context, local recruitment 

events are independent from neighbour effects and successfully established seeds can in 

theory be drawn from the whole metapopulation. These observations fit the characteristics 

given for the infinite island model of gene flow. However, differentiation between all 

population pairs was significant; and differentiation between population Ing 6 and all other 

populations was fairly high (FST = 0.091–0.126, mean 0.107). In the case of P. euphratica, 

this is no contradiction to the predictions of the infinite island model. As was demonstrated 

above, every stand traces back to a single independent recruitment event and further seedling 

recruitment is not possible after stand establishment (Gries et al. 2005). Every population 

therefore reflects only the genetic composition of seeds that originally founded it. In this 

scenario, random effects create a unique composition of seedling genotypes at every 

recruitment site. After a period of heavy self-thinning, these differences will then become 

fixed in the established stand. Furthermore, the populations studied here probably are not of 

contemporaneous origin. For this reason, they might not only reflect local, but also temporal 

differences in seed composition, e.g. by fluctuations in yearly seed set in the founding 

populations. 

 

Landscape features, especially the local supply of water, changed dramatically during the last 

century. When Hedin (1905) explored the Tarim River, the main stream was located about 50 

km south of the current river bed. What is called the Tarim River today was a major river 

branch called the Inchik River with a second-order northern branch running more or less 

along the Qayan River’s current course (Fig 4A), supplying the study region. The oxbow 

shaped flooded areas visible in 1999 and 2005 (Fig 1, Figs 4C, D) indicate river dynamics in 

the past. We must therefore assume that this ancestor of today’s Qayan River carried much 

more water than the Qayan today, giving rise to the stands in area III. In 1973, the Qayan 

River is hardly visible on the satellite image (Fig 4C). The image dates from October 20, after 



the flood has already retreated. However, as the runoff in 1973 was comparable to 1999 (Fig 

5), some remaining water would be expected if the river had been flooded that year. Some 

flooded areas are visible near area II, but not around area III. During 1999 and 2005, the 

Qayan River carried flood water to all three areas (Fig 4C, D). 

The reconstructed history of ground water depth, starting from zero at the time of recruitment 

until the levels measured in 2005, is schematically pictured in Fig. 6. Area I (plots Ing 5, 6, 

and 11) about 6.5 km away from today's Tarim River is directly influenced by the yearly 

flood but is also supplied by the northern tributaries, when these carry water. We therefore 

assume this area to be almost steadily supplied with water either by the Tarim main river or 

major tributaries throughout the last 100 years (Fig 4.). Area II (plots Ing 8, 9, and 10), about 

9.2 km away from today's Tarim River, depends more on the provision of water via the Qayan 

River. Area III (plot YimB), with 15.0 km distance to the Tarim, depends entirely on irregular 

supply by tributaries of the Tarim (Fig 4A–D). Since the Qayan River was dry in 1973, this 

area must have been gone through a period of severe water stress in the seventies. Starting in 

the early nineties, yearly runoff amounts seem to recover (Fig. 5). In 2000 the central 

government launched a major river restoration project, part of which is a yearly release of 

water from upstream reservoirs (Li et al. 2009). The trend of recovery is therefore expected to 

be stable and it can be concluded that the Qayan River carried water during the last 10 to 20 

years. 

 

Under good conditions clonal growth in P. euphratica starts if trees are between 11-15 years 

old, and root suckers are formed on horizontal roots running less than 50 cm deep (Wiehle et 

al. 2009). With decreasing ground water depth, root suckering slows down and stops entirely, 

as indicated by the different proportions of small trees in our stands: 17.7, 24.4 and 0% of all 

trees had a dbh of 10 cm or less in the areas I, II and III, respectively. It should be noted, that 

the stands in area II show a lesser degree of clonality but a higher proportion of small trees 

than the stands in area I. This apparent contradiction might be explained by the history of the 

Qayan River. While area I experienced a constant supply of water throughout the last century, 

area II was affected by the irregular supply via the Qayan River. Clonal propagation might 

have been inhibited during the period of water stress in the seventies. Regularly carrying 

water at least during the last decade (Fig. 4CD) clonal growth is now possible in the stands 

close to the Qayan River, thereby leading to the observed pattern. The virtually non-clonal 

stand YimB does not show any root sucker activity today, but may have gone through a phase 

of clonal propagation at an earlier stage. This is indicated by the high proportion of dead trees 

(45%) and the significantly smaller dbh of these compared with the living ones (P < 2.2x10
-16

). 

Also, the distance between members of the four clones detected is well above 80 m in three 

cases (Table 1), suggesting that members of these clones died. This means that clonally grown 

trees suffer a higher mortality under water stress, which is indicated by several lines of 

evidence: (i) as explained in Wiehle at al. (2009), clonally grown trees do never grow a tap 

root at their point of origin from a spacer root, whereas seedlings grow a deep tap root; (ii) 

although shortly after establishment the stand YimB must have enjoyed a high ground water 

level, only a few clones were detected, and living trees reflect the original germination rows 

along the riverbeds (Fig. 3); and (iii) the vitality of the living trees in the non-clonal area III is 

significantly higher than in the clonal areas I and II (P = 0.001) supporting the hypothesis that 

generatively grown plants have an advantage over clonally grown ones under unfavourable 

conditions. 

 

Thinking along these lines, in P. euphratica clonally grown trees appear to be a kind of 

"second class trees", being the last to appear and the first to die during stand development. 

Many species of poplars are well-known for their ability to propagate clonally (Barsoum 

2002; Borman and Larson 2002; Gom and Rood 1999a, b, c; Krasny et al. 1988; Rood and 



Mahoney 1990). Clonal growth is believed to be important for the persistence of mature 

stands in order to recover from damage inflicted by fire or floods. It also offers the possibility 

of dispersal through dislocated fragments or even whole trees, and enables trees to colonize 

areas unsuitable for seedling establishment. 

Given the depth of ground water in Tugai forests, dislocated branches have a chance of 

survival only in the riverbed itself. This is reflected by the usually sharply delimited clones 

found in all investigated stands. With a maximum distance of about 40 m bridged by root 

suckers and on average every second tree genotyped, distances between analyzed trees of a 

clone should hardly exceed 80 m. Except for YimB, this is indeed the case (Table 1, Fig. 3). 

Thus, dispersal via broken branches is expected to be an extremely rare event in P. euphratica. 

Root suckering in answer to disturbance on the other hand is readily observed in this species 

(Wiehle et al. 2009). 

Survival of a stand as a whole seems not to depend on clonal growth. The apparently oldest 

stand with the largest trees is YimB, showing now by far the lowest extent of clonality. Also, 

clonal growth does not lead to higher final stand densities as proportion of clonality and stand 

density were clearly not correlated (P = 0.99). 

With the exception of clonal growth as a means for recovery from fire or flood damage, the 

advantages of clonal growth discussed above may have a stronger impact in other species of 

Populus or in less harsh environments. We therefore propose another possible benefit of 

clonality as a luxury strategy to increase the reproductive success of a genetic individual 

under favourable environmental conditions. Evidence for this is the strong correlation 

between clone size and number of flowering trees in a clone (P = 2.2x10
-16

) while clone size 

and relative proportion of flowering trees are not correlated (P = 0.16). Together, both results 

indicate that pronounced clonal growth does not work on the expense of flowering capability. 

With the larger amounts of pollen and seed produced in comparison to single trees, clones 

therefore enhance their chance of successful establishment of their progeny. Possible 

constraints to an enhanced reproductive success due to enhanced within-clone pollination 

(Routly et al. 2004) are of no importance in dioecious plants. Such a strategy might be 

especially successful in habitats where recruitment is severely restricted both in time and 

space. 

 

This study demonstrates that genetic diversity in old riparian forests is not a simple function 

of distance to the active river bed. The inner part, bordering the active zone of the floodplain, 

is covered by dense, highly clonal contiguous forests. On the outer fringe, scattered, mostly 

non-clonal stands indicate the location and perhaps a good part of the genetic diversity of the 

original germination cohorts, altered only by loss of genotypes due to self-thinning processes. 

This structure of riparian forests may be representative for semiclonal tree species in arid 

regions like the lower Nile, the Zambezi, and the Volta rivers (Junk et al. 1989), and, to a 

lesser extent, the arid south-western USA (Stromberg et al. 2007). 

In P. euphratica, the landscape genesis at a specific site determines the genetic composition 

of the population at that location. The complex pattern of river formation in arid environments 

leads to an equally complex organization of forest genetic diversity. In the light of unlimited 

gene flow, at least on the geographic scale studied here, our results show that old and thin 

stands on the border of the floodplain, though often fragmented, isolated, and far away from 

the main river bed contribute significantly to the overall genotypic diversity and represent 

important pollen and seed donors for the whole floodplain. The study highlights the capability 

of small populations to retain the majority of the total genetic diversity. Regarding the 

conservation of P. euphratica, the SLOSS question (conservation of a single large or several 

small populations; reviewed in Kingsland 2002) therefore can clearly be answered in the latter 

sense. Still, given the significant differentiation between populations, conservation of as many 



such small populations as possible is desirable to conserve a maximum of the genetic and 

genotypic diversity. 
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Figures and Tables 

 

 

Table 1: Characteristics of the seven investigated Populus euphratica stands. 

 
Study area I I I II II II III  

Plot Ing5 Ing6 Ing11 Ing8 Ing9 Ing10 YimB Total 

Mean vitality (all trees) 3.97 4.59 3.84 3.81 4.55 4.32 4.57  

   SD 1.11 1.11 0.95 1.05 0.91 0.64 1.32  

Stand area [ha]  6.5 5.0 4.5 1.1 3.7 1.3 58.0 80.1 

Number of mapped trees 390 364 337 302 325 276 329 2300 

   Trees alive 339 249 314 260 251 261 182 1879 

   Trees flowering (% of living) 76.1 79.9 54.5 29.2 42.9 47.1 97.8  

   Density (living trees/ha) 52 50 70 236 68 205 3  

   Mean dbh (cm, living trees) 45 55 40 28 35 20 78  

   SD 33 37 37 32 22 11 32  

   Mean dbh (cm, 10% quantile) 106 119 128 91 80 40 166  

   SD 21 26 13 12 15 8 39  

   Trees <=0 cm dbh (%) 15.6 8.8 25.2 42.4 11.4 18.8 0.0  

   Trees <=1 cm dbh (%) 3.1 3.0 4.7 21.5 0.4 9.1 0.0  

Trees genotyped 145 158 154 133 156 110 158 1014 

   Per cent  37.2 43.4 49.4 44.0 48.0 39.9 48.6  

         

Number of genotypes 44 46 52 86 116 66 153 563 

  unique genotypes 25 24 21 71 92 43 149 425 

  Multiple genotypes 19 22 32 15 24 23 4 139 

   distance to nearest neighbor         

   in clone 17.3. 12.8 12.1 4.8 13.8 10.6 41.3  

   SD 31.8 14.2 6.6 4.4 19.6 6.2 53.0  

   trees separated over >40m 5 7 3 0 2 0 3  

   trees separated over >80m 2 1 0 0 2 0 3  

         

Clonal diversity R 0.38 0.29 0.33 0.64 0.74 0.60 0.97  

Shannon diversity H' 3.21 3.34 3.53 4.14 4.61 3.99 4.96  

Wilsons evenness Evar 0.56 0.55 0.66 0.83 0.90 0.83 0.99  

Simpsons dominance Dcorr 0.06 0.043 0.038 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.001  

Slope Pareto distribution ß -0.54 -0.68 -0.69 -0.88 -1.41 -1.32 -3.61  

  R2 0.87 0.73 0.87 0.96 0.99 0.91 0.99  

 



 
 

Figure 1: Location of the study area within China and Xinjiang Province (a) and location of 

the seven investigated stands and three study areas around Yengi Bazar (b, c). Shown are the 

current (2005) courses of the Tarim main river and the Qayan River. 



 
 

Figure 2: Map of the stand Ing6 (10 ha), where over a section of ca. 80 ha 158 trees were 

genotyped. Diameter of circle indicates dbh according to a log transformation (see scale). 

Circles filled dark grey are male, medium grey are female, and light grey are sterile trees, as 

seen in the field. Open circles symbolize dead trees. An underlined crosshair marks all 

genotyped trees; numbers 1 to 44 their genotypes (one individual for each genotype 

additionally indicates the sex of a clone: f=female, m=male, ?= sex unknown). 



 
 

Figure 3: Map of the stand YimB (82.5 ha), with 158 trees sampled over about 58 ha for 

genotyping. The diameter of circles indicates tree dbh according to a log transformation (scale 

as in Fig. 2). Circles filled dark grey are male, medium grey are female, and light grey are 

sterile trees, whereas open circles symbolize dead trunks. An underlined crosshair marks all 

genotyped trees; numbers 1 to 4 indicate the four clones found; all other trees were found to 

be singletons. Grey hatchings are former dry riverbeds, dark grey hatching marks the present 

course of the Qayan River. 



 
 

Figure 4: Reconstruction of the major river courses in the study area between 1903 and 2005. 

(A) 1903, Hedin took positions in regular time intervals while travelling the rivers by raft, 

river courses therefore appear as zigzag lines. (B)–(D) Areas that were flooded by the time the 

photos were taken are shaded grey. (D) Crosses mark ground water depth for two points along 

the Qayan River. 



 
 

Figure 5: Annual runoff amounts of the Tarim River at Yengi Bazar between 1957 and 2005. 

Data for 2003 are missing. 



 
 

Figure 6: Reconstruction of ground water levels over time for the three investigated areas. 

Annual fluctuations in water supply are not considered. Dotted lines: hypothetical data from 

reconstruction of river courses, dots: measurements for ground water depth and zero level for 

stand germination. 



 



 

 

 

 

4. Conclusions and perspectives 
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Success or failure of any genetic study depends on the quality of the marker system 

employed. When we started the project on Populus euphratica presented in this dissertation, 

there were no microsatellite markers available for that species. It therefore was an obvious 

choice to consider the AFLP system for the genotyping experiments. However, after a while 

of testing it became more and more clear that this system was not ideal regarding per sample 

processing time and ease of data evaluation, especially in the light of the more than 1,000 

samples we aimed to analyze. As the cross-species amplification of microsatellite loci was 

found to be fairly successful in the Salicaceae (Tuskan et al 2004) we decided to test this 

marker system on P. euphratica. Our results confirmed the high success of interspecific 

amplification, and screening 18 loci developed for different species of Populus was sufficient 

to select a set of eight variable loci suitable for genotyping and population genetic studies (see 

paper 1 of this dissertation). 

 

This set was characterized and tested on about 400 trees during optimization and then used to 

genotype about 1,200 trees. The analysis of altogether 1,600 trees proved the primer set and 

the two subsequently developed multiplex assays to be reliable and robust. Among the 1,200 

trees examined in the course of the project, not a single sample was lost due to PCR failure. 

Statistic analysis of the loci proved the resolution to be sufficient for genotyping, population 

genetic analysis, and parentage analysis. With the completion of the present project we now 

possess a versatile and thoroughly tested set of loci for use in further studies. 

 

Various studies address causes and consequences of genotyping errors (Bonin et al. 2004, 

Hoffmann & Amos 2005, Pompanon et al. 2005) but these usually neglect the effects such 

errors have when dealing with clonal organisms. Universal problems are altered allele 

frequencies and difficulties in parentage assignment. In the case of clonally reproducing 

organisms, genotyping errors may lead to misidentification of genetically similar individuals 

as belonging to one clone. Conversely, a single clone can be split and its members treated as 

genetically distinct individuals. This problem was recognized by Douhovnikoff & Dodd 

(2003) and dealt with for studies using AFLP markers. Our results showed that for the 

identification of clones, the erroneous merging of genotypes is a very rare case. The main 

error source always lies in splitting identical genotypes, thereby overestimating the number of 

genotypes present in a given population (see publication two). The proposed threshold of a 

difference in one allele as maximum variability within a genotype was tested for all 

populations and the more than 1,000 trees presented in the fourth paper of this dissertation. 
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The results after application of this threshold were consistent with the context data available 

(sex and spatial position of trees) and did result in only a slight increase of conflicting 

multiple genotypes, e.g. clones containing trees of both sexes. The final result was an 

underestimation of clonal richness and genotype number of about one per cent compared with 

an overestimation of more than 20 per cent when counting exact matches only. We therefore 

conclude that in genotyping studies working with clonal organisms, a similarity threshold is 

an appropriate method to reflect the real conditions. 

 

The investigation of root sucker development and physiological integration (publication three 

in this work) revealed spatial and temporal organization of clonal propagation in P. 

euphratica. The assumption of an advantage of seedlings over root suckers under water stress 

proposed in this paper was clearly supported by the results of the population genetic analysis 

of old growth stands (publication four). These two publications complement each other 

insofar as the first examines the early stage of clonal propagation in Euphrates poplar and the 

ability to expand stands by root suckering while the second investigates the importance of 

clonal growth for long-term stand survival and development. 

 

While the population genetic analysis revealed a panmictic population with unrestricted gene 

flow on the geographic scale of the study, it should be noted that the FST-values reported are 

low but not as low as might be expected. Also, the statistical support both for the test of 

isolation by distance and the correlation of pairwise FST and distance was only weak. This 

could possibly be interpreted as indication that, while all populations can be regarded as one 

large metapopulation on the geographic scale investigated, this picture might change if a 

larger scale is applied. In this case, the infinite island model of gene flow that describes the 

forests on the limited scale presented in our studies could turn into the stepping stone model. 

For further studies, it would be interesting to investigate population structure and gene-flow 

on a larger scale. In the Tarim basin, the forests cover an area of more than 230,000 ha and 

form the largest contiguous population worldwide (Wang et al. 1996). An investigation of 

genetic structure and gene flow in these forests might lead to a better understanding of gene 

dispersal and population dynamic mechanisms on a sub-regional scale. 

 

Our study further demonstrates that genetic and genotypic diversity in old riparian forests 

varies considerably, depending on the history of a specific site. The complex pattern of river 

formation in this environment leads to an equally complex organization of forest genetic 
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diversity. Our results show that the old and thin stands on the border of the floodplain contain 

the highest proportion of generatively propagated trees. In the light of unhindered gene flow 

on the scale of this study, these populations represent important pollen and seed donors for the 

whole floodplain. Consequently, any conservation or management strategy should therefore 

include the floodplain system as a whole, and not concentrate on the more obviously thriving 

central populations only. Furthermore, while the majority of genetic diversity is distributed 

over all populations, even close stands differ significantly in their particular genetic and 

genotypic structure. It therefore seems advisable to consider not only large and undisturbed 

areas but even fragmented or small populations for conservation. Further studies are needed to 

investigate maximum pollen and seed dispersal distances. Knowledge of these values is 

important to assess the contribution of remote, isolated stands at the outermost fringe of the 

floodplain to generative reproduction in the active zone. Some of these questions are currently 

addressed by Anne Petzold within the framework of her doctoral project. 

 

This work achieves several goals. It provides a reliable tool for the genetic analysis of P. 

euphratica as an ecologically and economically important forest tree and a method to enhance 

the quality and accuracy of genotyping studies in clonally propagating organisms. The main 

study illustrates the mechanisms and patterns of clonal propagation, and how asexual 

regeneration contributes to stand development and structure. It demonstrates how forest 

formation works in an extreme environment in which sexual regeneration is highly restricted 

in space and time. The findings also bear direct implications for the management and 

conservation of the Tugai forest ecosystem. 
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